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Numerous issues addressed
by interim president
By David Blanks

Editor-in-Chief
The security officer, a fixture on the seventh
floor of the 22nd street Administrative
Building. is no longer there. Instead, there is
an empty desk and a lonely corridor. The glass
doors that open into the hallway leading to the
president's office are no longer locked. .
There is a sharp contrast between what was
and what is. About three months ago. a security officer buzzed in all visitors only utter
receiving, clearance from the President's
Office. But that was then.
'·1 don't believe in security guards and gates."
says Interim President Sidney L. Lirtzman.
"It's a college, not_ a prison. The f:rst thing. I
did was remove the guards. There's no reason
to separate faculty and administration from students."
The break with formalities and frills is appar-
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America's future leaders, builders, scientists ancLpresidents courtesy of CUNY-Baruch College. (Photo/Carl Aylman)

17th Annual Leadership Weekend Resonates With
Sun, Self-Esteem and Around-the-Clock Activities
By Macollvie Jean-Francois

News Editor
Baruch students from 24 organizations
assembled at the entrance of the 26th Street
al Leadership Training Weekend voyage on
Friday, Nov. 4. Excited voices chattered away
-as bags were loaded, the roll was called, and
final good-byes were made .to loved ones.
87 of the 92 students who registered filled the
two Campus buses that made the two hour
long trip to the Holiday Hills Conference
Center in Pawling, NY. Throughout the long
ride. reggae , R&B and salsa and meringue
music warred for domination.That atmosphere
continued at the late night parties that students
enjoyed.
"It was a most rewarding weekend," said
Tyson Frye. '"I got more focused in my future
goals but [it wasn't] relaxing."
Although students were grateful for the
chance to leave the city and to enjoy country
life. it was not all fun and games.
Participants attended mandatory sessions
aimed at teaching them the basics of leadership. By random selection, groups of seven to
10 students were formed.
"You can't stay disengaged or separate from

the activities," said
Marcy M. Roe, director of student life, who
planned the activities·
even though she was
Upon arrival, the students attended the
introductory meeting
led by Carl E. Aylman,
director of student life.
After welcoming them,
Aylman immediately
led them through a
series of exercises,
including juggling and"the five steps to being
great".
"[The activities] are From check-in to check-out, students were given a multitude of
supposed to communi- activities to f~1I their weekend with. (PhotolDavid Blanks)
cate. through experi"I learned how to argue my point in a large
ence. some kind of cognitive training," said
group and not alienate the people you are leadRoe. The underlying dynamics of the group
ing," saidGraceann Hall. The Ticker's busiexercises include teambuilding, ethics, leaderness editor.
ship and decision making.
The monotony of the educational exercises
Students became aware of a variety of skills.
was broken by two events specifically dealing
"The one I really learned from was selfwith immediate issues affecting the Baruch
esteem, how to build self-esteem," said Ola
Farnuniwa.an officer of Toastmasters.
continued on page 5
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President's office.
The walls are free of
plaques, the desk is devoid of brick or brack. It
appears as if the office hasn't been moved into.
Lirtzrnan sits with his right leg crossed over
and rest~ng on his left. His gray pants are
raised slightly, revealing blue socks that disappear into polished black wing-tipped shoes. As
he talks, he adds emphasis to his words with
gestures from his right hand. His blue longsleeved shirted arm sways to accentuate his
speech.
"I'm not new to administration. I .know this
institution pretty well. I was acting provost for

continued on page 3

First Glance at
Seminar Classes
For Freshmen
By Omolara Laniyan

Staff Writer
Ifyou've ever wondered what exactly was
going on in that class next door where you
'. saw about 10-20 freshmen sitting together in
a semi-circle discussing life, wonder no
more. What you saw was probably just a
freshman- semffiaf:"-£-Ias.s--~------ .._-All incoming Baruch students
arc
required to take a freshman seminar class
before they graduate. What are freshman
seminars you ask? Freshman seminars are
---eesigned to provide incoming students with
the means to meet other incoming students,
interact with each other and make new
friends. At a school as large as Baruch, without dorms or an official campus, this is an
important concern. Being that the majority
of freshmen are coming straight from high
school and do not know very much about
-~------

continued on page 5
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IBaruch Graduates Reunite After Their E;periences In Real Worldl
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Interim .PresidentTalks Shop With -Ticker .Editor-in-Chief
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Oleg Perelman
Contributing J,rriler

more people should attend these :-'~h.:i~di/i!1g
events.
"[The Alumni Association] definitely needs
more members." said Sawarvn. She added that
all students are welcome.
Students came tor reasons as various as their
backgrounds. Sergey Kraytrnan, <1 1998 graduate \~ho currently works Goldman Sachs, has
been thinking about going to graduate school.
He attended to find out whether the Alumni
Association is offering any preparation for
graduate school.
"I am interested in peers, and to see what's
going on in their lives," said Claudine SaintRoc. Saint-Roc graduated in 1992, and is now
an accounting manager at Stuart Danca. Inc.
Elizabeth Dass from the class of 1998 came
simply to see her friends.
Most attendees graduated after 1997. Fewer
students who graduated prior to 1996 attended.
One student from the class of 1994 attended
three former Alumni Association meetings.
Last summer, he attended the Baruch Alumni
Ball, which approximately 300 alumni attended.
Larry Rosner from the class of 1976 occa-

On Wednesday, Nov. 3, Baruch Co llcge
Alumni Association held it's annual Fall Mixer
at the Morgan Williams restaurant located at 55
Broadway.
Approximately 75 people dressed in business
attire attended. Two committee members
checked ID's at the restaurant's entrance to
make sure that only Baruch students entered.
According to Mark Abramovits, second vice
president of the Alumni Association, "The
Alumni Association offers graduating students
various benefits including resume workshops,
rnentoring, mock-interviews. and interview
drilling." He added that it "offers all graduate
students a free one year membership."
"The purpose of the event is to gather
Alumni, to reconnect, and to socialize:' said
John Hubela, a 1979 graduate and an Alumni
committee member. '\[It] is probably the best
thing that seniors and recent -graduates can 0zet
involved with:' he added.
According to Oksana Sawaryn, a 1989 graduate and co-chair of the Alumni committee,
EDITOR"S NOTE:
Erica S. Frederick, former vice president of
College Advancement, resigned her position earlier this semester to become the Vice President of
Development at Hebrew Union College located in
Manhattan. According to the Baruch Office of
College Advancement. Frederick was responsible
for raising the colossal sum of over $72 million in
major gifts to the school during her four vear
tenure here. The following is a statement from her
co-workers at Baruch:
"Erica was a dynamite person, dedicated to her
work and committed to the college. A dynamic
individual. she touched the hearts of many who
knew her and will be sorely missed."

-

"Baruch College needs to
work on its reputation in the
workplace, concurred Teresa
Krasinski. "It has a good reputation among academics,
but when it comes to the real
life workforce, Colgate will
hire grads from NYU and
Columbia. Baruch needs to
raise its standard and recruit
Alumni events are held th'roughout the school year by
higher caliber students."
Baruch. (PhotolBaruch News and Information OffIce)

New York City Seven Day Forecast:
Wednesday 11/10 - Tuesday 11/16
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a couple of years. I know the faculty well, I
know the students. I know what's going on It's
not like having a stranger walking in here and
having to learn where the bathroom is. This
has been my life for a long time," says
Lirtzman of his adjustment to his new role as
Interim President.
Lirtzman has been at Baruch for nearly thirty years. In 1994, he became Acting Dean of
the School of Business. He became Dean in
1995. When asked why he accepted the interim president position, Lirtzman says it was
because he was asked by CUNY Chancellor ..
and former BMuchPresident, Matthew··
Goldstein, to do so. "1 don't know how he
feels about my role, you would have to ask
him, but he knows what my skills are, what I'm .
likely to do or what I'm not likely to do.
Nobody wants a wildcard," says Lirtzman.
Lirtzman sees' his role as that of doing what
is in the best interests of the university and
maintaining this institution until, the
Presidential Search Committee selects a new
.president. "The hard part is the need to make
certain that the quality is maintained." says
Lirtzman. "My only intent is to maintain the
quality of instruction. the quality of students
and the quality of the institution. I don't have
any other agendas. My goals have not changed
Interim President Lirtzman at leadership weekend festivities. He spoke with Ticker Editor-in-Chief David Blanks earlier this month.
since I became a professor here."
(PhotolDavid
Blanks)
When asked to speak on controversial issue
of ending remediation Lirtzman says, "Nobody
together a set of admission requirements.
"The issue for us, in terms of admission polbasically liberal arts colleges:' says Lirtzman.
here is looking to exclude anybody. It's very
which if a student can meet. is a pretty good
icy, is not keeping anybody out. but to make
"Baruch is a professional school with a large
easy to cast the discussion of remediation in
indicator that they will be able to successfully
certain that we are not perpetrating a kind of a
liberal arts underpinning. Most of the degrees
terms of exclusion." There is another side to
complete
a professional education." says
backhanded fraud on somebody by admitting
that are issued at Baruch are professional
the debate on standards that doesn't get as
Lirtzman. "That's all that we are interested in."
students who we know when. especially in the
degrees. About 85 percent of the degrees come
much of the spotlight.
"Seven years ago, six years ago, before we
business school. they get up into the advanced
from the business school. Professional educa"Most of us who have been involved in the tion, especially a business education, has
courses and face their first finance calculus started to change the admission requirements.
before we did anything, three-fourths of the
requirement, their economic calculus requireevolution of the issue of standards and the
requirements for successful completion [that
students who entered Baruch were minorities,"
their
accountancy
calculus
requirement.,
ment,
other side of this. remediation, what we are tryare of a different kind than that of a liberal arts
in the classroom, suddenly can't hack it. I says Lirtzman. "Today, three-fourths of the
ing to do is provide, because Baruch is so heaveducation]. The school of business requires
don't want to be associated with fraud. and I students that entered Baruch under the new
ily a professional school, not your typical
calculus for admission. There is no other unit
admissions standards are minorities."
don't think any of us do," says Lirtzman
CUNY college. It's not Brooklyn College, it's
in The City University of New York that
"What we've been trying to do is to put
not City College, it's not Lehman, those are all
requires calculus for admission.
\
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Students, acuIty and a President Emerge At Leadership Weekend
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join us for a screening of

Jire i s t i
Roberto Benigni, 1997, 114 min
in Italian wI English subtitles

"I have no intention
seeing,
president, anyone going
out oJ a
ow.

Benigni's triumphant tragi-comic fable about Jews tryifng to survfve the Holocaust in
Mussolini's Italy., Recipient of 7 Oscar nominations,
1999 Oscars for best foreign film, best actor (Roberto Benigni), and best music.

Introduction by: Dr. Marlene Warshawski Yahalom,
PhD, Education Director, American Society of Yad Vashem

Wednesday, Nov.:IOt-h, 7pna
The New York_BlmAcademy
100 East 17th Street
Between Park and Lexington
FREE WI student ID, $5 without,
Call (212)802-6808 to RSVP or for more lntormarlon
Sponsored by the Bronfma~ Center for Jewish Student Life: Hillel at NYU" Baruch
.
College Hillel, The New York Film Academy and The Hillels of New York.

educational sources.
The 15 staff members who facili..
tated
the
groups
were
not
compencommunity. Interim President Sidney I.
Lirtzman spoke and the Undergraduate Student sated for that time. Asked why
those administrators attend and volGovernment led a forum.
unteer their 'services, Aylman
On Saturday afternoon, Lirtzman and Vice
replied, "To be able to work with a
President of Student Affairs Sam Johnson held
small group, without Baruch disa forum for student leaders to hear about the
tractors,
is tremendously satisfystate of the college and to ask questions regarding."
ing their various concerns.
Participants ~e chosen on a first"The things you don't do in the classroom is
what makes you have a life," said Lirtzman in come, first-serve basis. Priority is
given to those in student governreference to being active in student life. He
then extolled upon the virtues of socializing ment only. All other organizations
and fulfilling civic duties by helping out and are allowed at least two representaparticipating in student clubs. He differentiated tives. According to Roe, the goal of
the weekend's activities is to' give
between an educated student. who is active on
the school, and the well-trained student who students the leadership basic to
effectively participate in and 'lead
absorbs information from classroom lectures.
Lirtzman advised that those who are active' organizations at and beyond
Baruch.
tend to be better prepared for a job and life
~..It's more of a general.
because of the experiences they undergo as
[overview], or introduction, to leadundergrads.
,
ership
at all levels," said Roe.
Students then asked Lirtzrnan various quesAlthough this year's turnout was
tions ranging from the completion date of the
25th street building to health care to misman- a little less than previous years, it
was nevertheless successful.
agement in the athletics department.
"Been there, done that," said
When asked if he had sent a memo out
Parle, who attended in previous
reminding the Baruch community to lock windows after a student committed suicide earlier years.
"I had a test," said an officer in
this semester, Lirtzman admitted that he had
the
Haitian Cultural Society who
not.
canceled so he could have time'to
"1 have no intention of seeing, while I'm
study.
president, anyone going out of a window," said
According to Aylman, the training
Lirtzman.
weekend is' difficult to plan earlier
Future plans under development were disin the year because Holiday Hills
cussed.
"Throughout the university, Baruch has a rep- does not have the space for such a
large group at that time.
utation for being magicians," said Johnson.
The student evaluations of last
weekend's program will
be
reviewed next week. Organizers are
- optimistic that the general feedback
will be positive. Roe speculates that
of
they may range from good to excelwhile I'm
lent, as they have in previous years.
Aside from the inevitable complaint
about the food and the facilities,
.,.#
•
do
"
most
.students generally Iearned.; ,
HIm
useful informatioo.
As for next year, the activities will
be different. Holiday Hills may also
modernize its facilities, according
to AyIman.

continuedfrom fro
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-President Lirtzman

"We do a lot without a lot of money," he
explained.
Next month, the long-awaited health care
facility will open in the 26th street building's
lobby. It will provide first aid care and referral
services.
The Financial Services Center is scheduled to
open in Spring 2000. The FSC will be a trading
'floor with data from worldwide exchanges
where students will learn the front office and
back office elements of trading. Actual money
will not be involved in the simulated trades,
however.
A marked increase in the quality level of services that students receive from the college's
staff should be evident within two years. said
Lirtzman.
USG's forum updated students on its achievements thus far and the issues they are currently
working on. Such services include getting the
library to extend its hours by 45 minutes each
day, getting involved in student groups such as
the CUNY Action Network, contacting building and grounds to clean facilities more often,
and filling up the empty seats on the various
committees.
Approximately a quarter of the participants
attended the informal. networking meeting,
Those who did updated USG and each other on
their organizations' various activities, past, present, and future.
"It was very successful," said USG Vice
President Braulio Medina. "It was a way to
connect with the students who haven't been
touched."
The Office of Student Life staff organizes
leadership training weekend annually. Booking
the conference center a year in advance, making arrangements during the summer for buses
and materials, advertising to the clubs and staff
and making sure students are safe are all elements that go into planning and coordinating
the event. Roe and her staff chose from books,
conferences staff have attended and from other

(Top) Students at leadership

weekend practicing teamwork.
(Right) The busy daily itinerary.
According to reports, nlghUy
itineraries was equally as busy.
(PhotoslCarl Aylman)

Non-credit Seminars Required For Freshmen
continuedfrom front
college life, seminars serve as a way they can
learn more about the new environment they
find themselves in. Seminars also give those
students who may feel isolated or alone (not
uncommon in New York City) an avenue
where they can get to know other people in the
same predicament.
Seminars are not all play and no workS,
however. Students are also made aware of the
kind of behavior expected of them in the college environment They learn the rules and
regulation of Baruch and the various guidelines they have to follow regarding academic
dishonesty, and other on-campus policies.
According to a survey conducted by the
-school. making incoming freshmen take seminar classes has lessened the freshman dropout
rate dramatically.
Freshman seminars. held once per week
and lasting an hour. per class, teach students
how to behave in college, what is acceptable,
and what is not. Seminars are taught by faculty and upper classmen and do not require
much work, only about two or three assignments per semester including an oral presentation. Class participation is required for-, the
class however, as well as completion of
assignments that introduce students to aspects
of the school and of college life such as
research assignments in the school library and
hands-on classes which teach students how to

_.-

take advantage of Baruch's computing facilities. Students are not required to buy a textbook for the class and, most importantly, do
not have to pay for the class.
You (almost) always receive what you pay
for. however. and this applies to freshmen
seminar classes as well. The class does not
count as a credit towards graduation and students are graded on a Pass/Fail basis. Students
can and have flunked seminar class
tie 'as missing three sessions.
Not receiving credit for freshman seminar
classes is "a major turn off' for students who
are required to take one, according to one
Baruch freshman. It seems that some freshmen
feel that they do not have any incentive to take
seminar classes in light of this.
"Freshman seminars are a waste of time,"
said one female student who did not want to be
named. She noted that she would rather be
doing something else that attending the seminar and that she "could learn more about the
college on her own." She also noted that she
did not need a "stupid class" to make friends
and that her views were shared by many of her
friends.
When asked which class she made more
friends in however, she replied "freshman
seminar."
Observation of:a freshman seminar class
revealed that mCiJ1Y students do not take the
class seriously and that many come in late to
class, socialize and read newspapers instead of
paying attention.
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Mimes use
eCirde to plan
silent auction
pg.3

pg.2
Who's Doing What-and Why-at www.eCircles.com:YourOwnMeetingPlaceinCyberspace

Graduates Headed to Wall
St., Silicon Valley, Attica to
Stay in Touch Via eCircles

Hole in Ozone
Traced to Single Cow
.

,

It's a bittersweet time at Persinunon
University, as this year's seniors begin
to grasp that after this fmal year, they
will have to leave the warm bosom of
their companions and take separate
paths into the world. One closely-knit
group of friends, however, is deter.mined never to grow apart, and has created an eCircle on wwweCircles.com,
where they will be able to have private
chats online, as well as share photos
and music.
For this group of seniors in particular, staying in touch is especially
important, as they recently learned that
their close friend Thomas Hherd is
going to prison for being an arsonist,
running a slave labor ring and stealing
a golf cart.
"Sure, it's kinda unexpected," wrote
John Walters during the group's
first online meeting on eCircles. "But,
he's still our friend." John's excited to
start a job as an assistant trader on
Wall Street.
"Besides, a lot of this stuff was happening during midterms." responded
Mary Goldberg, who plans to head to
Silicon Valley to begin a ('areer with a
software companv. "And people just
handle stress differently. But. from
what I undefstand. thE' ClUTicllllllll
won't be too demanding at Attica. ha
ha~" TIlt:' group sharpd a ('ol1(:'ctiH'
\1rtual laugh,
"S--- happens," Brian Hurley addpd

In all eCircle shared .. group of
migraine. And it still smelled godawem'ironmentalists at various univerful. I got up to go take some more
sities around the nation, Accursed
readings, and the needle to my
Eart h founder Anthony Redwood
methanometer was stuck in the red.
use-d his cCircles voicechat feature
I whacked it a couple times, and it
to announc-e his shocking discovery
didn't man'. All. the cows were
gone, except for this OIW in the disthat the Illinois-sized hole in the
ozone appearing 0\'('1' the Sout h
tance. eating out of a trough. I put
p( )Ip \\'<.1.... c-aused bv a single
my shirt over my head, plugged my
! I( list .-in.
Hose and ran towards ito The smell
got wors« th~'doser Tgot."
"So. there I W3S," Ivy .Iame-s said.
"I finally made it to the trough.
rh« othe-r nu-mbe-rs IiStt'lIillg can-ful•
and looke-d inside." !~ed\vood COI1!~
t()
IllS worr l-, thanks to t lu:
\011'1,(,11,,1 ft'atIIH'. ··lIall~in.g lu-lpt imu-d. "Tlu-v Wl'I"U feedin o the stupHi Ihing pinto beaIL"'~ I couldn't
It ':-.sl~' fn l\ II thi' fact 01':- smokestack.
bplil'\"l' it 1 1 W~L-'; delirious from tIll'
\\1111 11\l' O\\lll'r·:-. hr;i! kids lwlo\\
\\011 II t ht 'Ir I ~B-··
sllH'11. ,md stumhled hack to lll~' Cal',
··(;ll~'S :-;ou'n' nOI going to hplip\Ot'
I fin l\'P a few miles befofe pulling
0\ l'r for Illl' lIigh I. () that Il10Illing I
tillS." U('(1\\0()(l<! hroKl' Ill. ;t:-. lit'
\\-Okl' lip to Iht' sound of an explool()lI\l'd II\(' d ·in'll' frolll his COlllputer 111 LandPL \\\ollliI I~, .. 1 \\;l"; at 11 It'
SIOIL Ih-a1l'lIlllg. Soon tht' cops
FI~llIg Z l~lIIclI;t lIighl agoo··
shu\\ I -d lip ; U \( I all t he~' found W<.1.-'; ;~
··I)ld BIg [~I!T:- mpt' ~()\I ;1Ilt!
:-'1 '( )rl'!wd JIghll'r alld 01 H' of l..<uTy·s
Ilr;uHi ,\'(lll I1kt, 11<' (lId .Johll ;ls!-;t,d
hoot.... \\Oltll hi:-. Ii lol still in it.··
.. 1)( ''';('1"\ p<! it. till' hastard." Lilac
Lilac SUllSi'!.
SlH'aking fr()l1l
Pu.1I III an , \\";L-.;IIlllg1( 1I1.
n'!lli('(l.
..'\() It \\;L'" :{"\ It) ;UII. alit II \\;L.... III
"\b,\lll' r;uwlll'rs \\'111 takl' it 'L-.; a
sign t"r()lll (;IHI tu stop lliinirrg Ullr
IllS \l()rtlll'lli p~Lstl1rt' \\ 1I11 11l~
pial II '1
ald 1\ ~',
IIWlh;1I10111t'lt'r. goillg ht'llllld all lilt'
t"( )\\OS alld taklllg n 'adlllg:-;, \\ IH 'II I
"BIll l1:-.t\-'11 to this," l~l'(.l\\'()od
....1IH'Ilt-d this lIolTihlt' stl'lwll, LIKl';1
('Xd;llll\('d. "1 l"l'ad toda~' ill EIl\'irotlll<'k full of l'otlt'1I1'ggS ("!';L-.;lIl'd III
Wall'll Illal IJ\l' holl' in OHo' OZOIH' h;L'"
;1 papl'l'-lllill t()\\"ll. SlI<ldt'lIl,\. I ,just
shrullk slightl:v' fOf til(' first tinw
l'\l'r'·· TIll'!"p \\';L-'; online dll'l'ring
p~ L";St 'd 0111.
-o·"t~11fl ,U1 hOllrhtt-t-fwilh thi~,
- rt!-l ,U'OHIKt-- --- - - - ~- - -- - - •
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Crew Team Member
Admits "Enioying It ' 1

o

"
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Local Band Linked to Online Vonliting
\\'hilt, l~ichards exprE'sspd slll1)risp
O\Ot'l' IllS friends' n'action to hearing
Ih .., ··!{usPs (ialore" MP;~, locallllusic
alTicionados did not. "Those guys
hlow.·· said IIan \"u. a wPlI-n'sIH>ctpd
('O!II111hIlS music critic. "Richards
is IlIck~o his buddies didn't din~ out
tlH'ir <!ormrooms Iwadfirst into tIll'
{'on(TPtp tIl(' moment tlwy lward
that stuff"
In a han'I~' l"l'JalPd story. tlIe
WiPfSt'Ill<l falllily~ of Chicago uspd
p( 'irdps,colll'S music sharing featuH'
to ..'njo:-' an \1P;~ of thpir fa\"()l'itl' polka
songs during the family's regular
Sunday night chat session. and not a
singlp C;L"'P of \'oilliting o(,(,un"pd.
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of Gokul were saved
from torrential rain as Sri Krishna raised
Govardhan mountain on His pinky finger and
held it tor SC\ en days like ~:;I umbrella.
In many homes it is a custom for the \\ itc to
put the red tilak (vermilion powder) on the
forehead of her husband. garland him and do
aarati with a prayer tor his long lite. In appreciation of all the tender care that the wife
showers on him, the husband gi'\ es her 3 costly gift. This Gudi Padwa is symbolic of love
and devotion between the wi fe and husband.
The FIFTH and final day is BHAI-DUJ. It is
observed as a symbol of love
between sisters and brothers.
the legend
goes Yarnrai. the God of Death. visited his sister Yami on this day. She put the auspicious
tilak (sandalwood paste) on his forehead. garlanded him and ted him with special dishes,
Both ate sweets. talked and enjoyed themselves to their heart's content. While parting

As

Yamraj gave her a gili as a token of his love. In
return Yami gave him a gilt which she had
made. Yamraj announced that anyone who
receives tilak from his sister on that day shall
never be alone, That is \\oh) this day is also
known as "Y,\M:\-DWIIIY:\,tI In today's
world. \\ hen cv cryday problems arc teeming.
celebrating this day maintains the love between
brothers and sisters for it is one of feasting.
gift-giving and reaching out to the inner most
the heart.
depths
Dccpavali is both a social and religious tcstival. It is personal and
people-oriented as enmities arc forgotten. lamilics and friends meet. enjoy and establish a
word of closeness. Rabindrunath Tagorc aptly
put forth the true significance or Dccpuvuli in
these beautiful lines: "The night is black.
Kindle the lamp of I.OVI-: with thy lite and
devotion," The l lindu Students Council wishes
everyone a joyous Dccpavali.
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Start Your Own
.eCi rcle Today!
• VISit eCircies Nov.1 through
Dec.26 and you can win one of
hundreds of digital Qlmef'8S!!!
Ws e-tacular!!!
- You invite in whomever you want!
- You can share photos and music!
- Plan events!
- Have online discussions!
-It's totally free!
- Totally private!
- Create your own eCircle
at www.eCircles.com!
- Hey! Don't type in the
exclamation point!

Vishnu-Puran, the

~

YOUR OWN MEETING
In an eCirrle of crew team menlbers
that was cfPatpd by Boll Kroyer. a
co:sswain at (;repn Bough l"nh-ersity.
ont' rower shocked other membe-rs by
writing that sIw actually eI\ioys crew.
"t'nlikp the rest of you. I don't participatp in Cfew lwcausp I fe~l like I'm
pa~ing some penance fOf wrongs
('ommittpd in this or a past life. - typed
Chasl' Angier, star of the Dancpr
l'nin'rsity crew tpam. -I just like
doing it."
"Ypah. right." typed
Da\'id
Harrington, a juniof crew lllember at
Santa &utnrra Statl'.
Harrington's response was indicati\'e of the Crew eCirC'le's rl'action to
Angipr's claim. In fact, all but one of
the other IS Crew eCircle memb~rs

tiny diyas lit to drive away evil spirits. Bhajans
(devotional songs) are sung and sweets arc
offered.
"Asatho Maa Sad Gamava
The SECOND day is NARKA-CHATUkThamaso Mao Jyothir Gama.. . a
DASHI or CHOTI DIWAL. Narakaasura was
Mrithyor Maa Amritham Gamaya
a demon king ruling over Praagjyotishapura
Om Shanti. shanti, shanti"
(present-day Assam). By virtue of his powers
- Brihadaranyakopanishad 1:3. ]8
and boons. he became a tyrant. Sri Krishna
who was at Dwarka (in present-day Gujarat),
was implored to come to the rescue, He
"Lead me from the Unreal to the Real: Lead
responded by marching, from the western end
me from the Darkness to the Light: Lead me
of the country to the east. Praagjyotishapura,
from Death to Immortality. In the name of the
where He destroyed the huge army that
Eternal, Let there be peace. peace. peace. ..
opposed Him and finally beheaded
-Hindu Prayer
Narakaasura. The populace was freed from
the oppressive tyranny. After slaying
Narakaasura. Sri Krishna bathed
I I' there is one occasion which is joy and
Himself by smearing His body with
jubilation for the entire Hindu world. it is
oil in the earl v morning of
Deepavali - the Festival of Lights. It falls
Chaturdashi. Hen"ce. the invi~orat
on the 15th day of the dark fortnight of
~ ing vogue of taking an early
the Hindu month of Kartik (October
•~
morning 'oil-bath' on that dav,
.
! November) everv .year, This .vear
It
has
been
said
that
while
Deepavali
falls
on
~ Sri Rama unified
November 7th.
........
..... ~ the north and
"Diwali" comes from
.....,
south of our counthe
Sanskrit
"Deepavali'"
try. Sri Krishna unified the
(Deepa meaning light and
west and the east. Sri Rama
Avali. meaning a row). It means a
and
Sri Krishna together symbolrow of lights and indeed illumination
ize the unity of our motherland and the
forms its main attraction. Even the humtriumph
of good over evil.
blest of huts are lit by a row of earthen
Another legend is that of King Bali. He
lamps (diyas). As flowers -and multicol__d~~~upted all scriptural practices O
and teachored rangoli designs. drawn witft-eoJered-f'~
and
attempted'
to
stop
-the
spread of
.ings
flour on the ground. decorate houses; firereligion. However. he had one good quality,
works resound and
generosity. for
light up the night. Om - The Syrnbot of Hinduism
he was willing
The faces of chilto give what was asked for. Using this. Lord
dren flow with a rare charm in their dazzling
Vishnu
in the guise of a Vaman. a small 00).
hues and colors. IlIumination. or Deepotsavas.
visited Bali and begged him to give Him only
in temples. sacred places and on the banks of
that much land v.hich He could cover \"ith Ilis
river~ symbolize the scattering 0f spiritual
three steps. Bali granted his wish. At that verv
radiance all round from these holy centers. The
moment that small boy transformed Ilimscif
radiant sight of everybody adorned with new
into the all-powerful Lord Vishnu. With Ilis
and bright clothes. especially ladies decorated
tirst step Lord Vishnu covered hea\ en. and
with the best 0
with the second step. carth and then asked Bali
ornaments, cap\\here to keep His third step. Bali ofTered his
tures the social
head. Putting His foot on his head Lord Vishnu
mood at its hapPushed Bali down to the underworld. But for
piest. And all this
Bali's generosity. Lo'rd Vishnu gave him the
illumination and
lamp of knowledge and allowed him fo return
fireworks.
joy
to earth once a year to light millions of lamps
and festivity. is to
to dispel darkness and ignorance and spread
signify the victothe
radiance of love and wisdom. Therefore.
r)
of divine
this day is dedicated to lights and prayers
torees
over
heralding a future full ofjoy and laughter.
those of wickedThe third day is for Lakshmi-Puja (prayers to
ness. and of
the Goddess Lakshmi). The strains of joyous
knowledge over
ignorance.
- -- - ---- --~SOllnds of bells and drums float from.J~IJl--pJ~s_._
All of a sudden darkness is pierced by innuIn the north. Deepavali is associated with the
merable
rays of light for just a moment. and
return of Sri Rama (an incarnation of Lord
the next moment, a blaze of light descends
Vishnu) to Ayodhya after vanquishing the evil
down to earth from heaven as Lakshmi Devi
King Ravana (ruler of present day, Sri Lanka)
alights on earth in all her celestial glory amidst
who had kidnapped Sita. Sri Rama's wife. The
chanting
of Vedic hymns. The light of knowlpeople of Ayodhya. overwhelmed with joy,
edge dawns upon humanity and the devotion
welcomed Sri Rama through jubilation and
of man finally conquers ignorance. This selfillumination of the entire capital by lighting
enlightenment
is expressed through the twinsmall diyas.
kling lamps that illuminate both palaces of the
Deepavali is celebrated for five continuous
and abodes of the poor.
wealthy
days and each day has its
spo~enO~~~:I~s~~~:;~:re~~;ri Krishna. who
significance with a number of scriptural stories
and legends.
Bhagavad Gita ("Song of God"). returned to
The First day is DHANTERAS. The word
His
heavenly abode; Mahavir, the Jain
"Dhan" means wealth. The New Year is ushprophet, attained ninwma. and Sikh guru, Guru
ered in with houses and businesses being renoHargobind, returned from a great victory. We
vated and decorated. Entrances are colored
kindle
lights on this day to immortalize the
with rangoli designs to welcome the Goddess
sacred memories of those great men who lived
of wealth and prosperity, To indicate her longto brighten the lives of millions of others.
awaited arriv.al. small footprints are drawn
The FOURTH day is PADWA or VARwith rice flour and vermilion powder around
which marks the coronaSHAPRATIPADA,
the house. Women purchase some gold or siltion of~ing Vikramaditya. Govardhan'-Puja is
ver or at least one or two new utensils. Puja
also performed in the North on this day. As per
(prayer) is performed in the evenings when

,e
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':\IBl'S, ()hio -- Yt'stprda,\o,
stlldpnr (;rant I~i('hards of Sandherg
(·ollpgt.' lIs1>d tllP lllusic sharing ft>atlln' in his eCirdp to pla~o all \IP:~ for
1'0111' of hiS fril'IHts. all of \...-hom t hn'\\
lip upon Iwaring t,Ill' first songo Thp
\IP:~ was n>("ordt'd h~' tlll' local
a('oust ic band Hosps (;alon'. and it's
PHtitlt'd -:\ Dozen for ~1~· Sw('(.. t LO\'e,"
"You 'n' paying for lIl:-' ruilwd Keyhoard." p('ir('lPr I)all Kaplan wrote
- Hichardso "If that wa-.; a .iokt.'. it wasIl't
funn~oo" Tlw thf(,(' otlwr p( 'irdprs also
w,,'I"(' not <I111uspd. and afP demanding
similar cOlllppnsation f(;r tlwir daI~~
aged {'umplltPfs, as wl'll as fOf any
daIlk!gt' to tlH.'ir traumatizpd stollladlSo

from Prague, as he traveled through
Europe while taking the semester off.
"And it's not like I'll act any differently
towards him just because he made a
few badjudgement calls."
"The thing that really freaks me out, "
typed Janet Mullin, who was off vacationing in Aspen when she heard the
news of Hherd's arrest, "is that Thomas
was always asking to borrow matches
from me. and 1 gave them to him, But
he said they were for the bathroom."
"He once asked me if 1 had a blow-'
torch he could borrow," Brian wrote. "I
was like, why would 1have a blowtorch
in my dorrnroom? But, to be honest, 1
didn't think much about it ..
The group hopes that in a few
months Thomas will be able to jointheir eCircle from Attica Correctional '
Facility, provided he's not restrained
by a straight jacket and can use the
facility's computers.
"I just hope things won't be too awkward," typed Jane Kang, who's hoping
to be an art appraiser's assistant in
New 'York ( 'ity,
"I just hope Tom gets out soon:'
replied Mary. "He's. got a bunch of illy
CDs and they wouldn't let me through
the crime-scene tape to grab them."
"~l(' t()O~" ~VE'd .Iohn.
-1\1E' too!" agreed. Brian,
"(;osh. I can't lwlieH> him." wfote
l\lary. hefore the group disbanded lll1til
nex1 wpek. M\Vhat a weaseL"

eCircles.com
i

'()U

By Ishani Chowdhury
I lee President. Hindu Students Council
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-'-Deepavali- "The Festival of Lights"

Price: The Cost of Hope
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WEST INDIAN

UNITY

,ONE

organizatiolls not onl~' li.lsta lIllIl)' among the
,(ienior ,')'uljI 11'i'iler
bland. hut make It casler lilr the Islands to trade
not ollly among themselves. hut With other
It certainly is a joy to sec unity among West
natiolls as wdl.
Indian people, While it is true that \\'-:est Indians
Many West Indians artist have e:-;presseJ their
like to identify \\ ith their island. h) w~aring
wishes fi.lr an even more united (. 'arihocan,
flags. jewelry and all that stufl~ unity among the
Trinidadian Soca artist lony Prescot sings. "all
islands always prevails. It has been a dream or
ah we together as one. one Caribbean Nation."
Caribbean leaders past and present to have one
.
.
W h'l
I e All'Ison 11'·1
lIluS ()f' I>>ar h,'
auos slIlgs
"Jump
nation ot.· West Indians .... here aH the blands
d
. nne hig family,
an d Ic h mch
sec. i
ovc
an umty.
would be governed by one hody. If this were so
together all ah we."
then there would be no Bajan, no Vincentian. no
West Indians always lind ways to get together.
Saint Lucian. no Dominican etc. hut only a West
One of the most successrU'1 ways IS through the
Indian. One flag. one nationality,
game Cricket the must popular sport ill the
At one time though. West Indian leaders tried
West Indies. The West Indies Cricket team ha:-.
to make this dream a reality. A group of 10 f(lrmemhcrs Irom all over the West Indies. The
mer British Colonies in the West Indies includteam competes on an international level and
ing Jamaica. Trinidad and Tobago. Barhados
have hcen very successful. Even though there is
established The West Indies Fedemtion in 1958.
competition among the islands in the field of
It was slated for independence in 1962. but hroke
sports. it really is something to see West Indian
up in May of that year because ofeconomic disJX-'Ople supporting the West IndiLos Cricket team,
agreements among the members.
West Indians. are very pa...sionate °about this
Some of the islands later formed the Britishsport. The same way a ha..;kethall team travels
Sponsored West Indies Associated States. which
from city to city to compete. the Cricketers lravwas gradually disbanded as the islands achieved
cI from island to ihland. Some dedicated fans
independence in the 1970's and early 1980's.
have taken to island and have become some sort
The dream of one Caribbean Nation has Hillen
of "island groupies."
apart but it is still something readers wish for and
Whether it is in cricket, tmde, or partying on
maintain in other ways. Numerous organizations
Eastern Parkway. West Indians always know
such as the Caribbean Community and Common
how to get together and have some good clean
Market (CARICOM) have been forn1cd.- These - .un.
r.
-0roo"",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ""-",,, ,,,,,,,,, """""''''''''''' """" ""'''' "'" ':0'" ,,,,,,,,,,, c:::o"_",,,,;,,"'''''',_,.,. "'" By Trisha Thomas
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WRITERS
Do you like to get to the bottom of the story?
Do you like to know what's going on behind the scenes?
Write For Fea'turee nowl
Corrtact F ~ EtJttor5:
At: pro~@:ntrrail.canor
ticker_fe:t~.l::anx:h.OJqy.ed1
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'91
People'
Massacred'
At
"Make A Difference Day"
Lives Up To It's Name LeadershipWeekend! *
.:\ .... ork of fiction.
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By The 5th Horse Man and Asia
Senior Staff Warrior
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Pulp Fiction

(;..: de;: Ke·. , ! 99:5 - ]991)! anc orficer of Chase
. :-.':-: :.:'":.: (J'':::~:' K<.

"l~

i::-:-::
\ .. hen

h~gin:1ing

he
:.1;:i;:': -".i:i!:O ;"O~: C1t:OU
':-OU spoke to
~.:~.
':'()'~ ':·~]l..::d :-;:;2.11:- ,~~ the evidence of the
:.;:'-_.: :~.;:.;: :h;:;,;.; children endure But after a

c;n the \.. cekcnd of "ovemba 5th through the
7th. 92 Baruch students and faculty had ventured to a Holiday
Inn out in "owherczvi lIe. upstate in
Go'dknoswhcrc '\:e\.. York for lcadcrsh 'r
adv isernent training. Out of those
92 people. only one person returned. I! is name
is Ben DO\ cr. and here he !a;.:..; at his death bed
r .counting the
horrifying experience ...
Ben: Thanks for coming ASIa. I only requested
you for my last intcrv icw because I didn't want
to be "blacked

out" like that guy who died a few weeks ago
from our school. I \\ ant to be remembered
Asia.
Asia: It's ok. You're safe now. yOU can begin
whenever 'lOU want Ben. (Turns on her tape
recorder).

Chase Manhattan Bank on their Global Day of
Service.
Thirty-five children from the Help Haven
Facility attended the party. The delight was
evident in the faces of these formerly abused
children a s they played games. painted pumpkins. and had their faces painted and frolicked
in their costumes. Among the revelers present
were a teletubby. a dalmatian. a couple of
vampires and a hallerina. Some of the voluntens were in costume as well. There was an
angl:!. d\\ltch. and a Hershey'sKiss. --I loved
hClllg d I krshe) 's' Kiss'" said Isda Barbero.
Vi> of Puhlications of (jolden Key. ··The kids
couldn't helieve that r was real. Thev couldn't
stop touching my costume It was so much fun
to be surrounded hy all those smiling childn.:n'··
I hc hlg.hllght of the day's festivitIes was a
magic sho\'•. followed by a piu.a party. The
children and adults alike marveled at some of
the magic tricks performed by Ben the

Magician. who also delighted the children with
his comedy riJutines that included the children
as volunteer assistants.
This was an event that made a difference in
the lives of e\i'~ryone who attended.
"llalluween is a special holiday for kids:' said
Ana Soto. President of Golden Key... It is one
of their favorite holidays. where: they get to
dress up. have fun. For these children it was a
day for them to really be carefree. like .s;hildre:n
should be:' For the: volunteers. it was also a
day offun -- and a day of the rewards of knowing that you can make a difference... It was so
gratifying to see these: kids smile -- to make
them happy at least for one day:' said lsela
Barbero. -I was so happy," said Raymond
Mutiso. a member of the Baruch Soccer Team.

couple of hours. all of the children and the
mothers too, got more open and relaxed. The
really cute moment was when I was serving
pizza to the partygoers and I felt a tug on the
back of my T shirt. It was the same little boy.
When I asked him what he would like. he
looked. at me and said 'soda' ." It may not
sound like much. but it was really a breakthrough. that this Iiule boy found thc confidence and assertiveness to ask for something:'
Among the volunte:ers from Baruch were representatives of Golden Key. Phi Eta Sigma,
·USG. and the Baruch Soccer Team." It would
be great if more clubs got involved in this sort
of even:' said volunteer Sara Garibaldi. president of USG. "We could have more of a 'Team
Baruch' representation."
Make a Difference Day is one-day event
sponsored ever: ()ctober by chapters of the
(jolden Key National Honor Society all across
the nation. The Golden Key National Honor
Society coordinates many varied volunteer and

community service programs throughout the
year. I f you arc interested in exploring opportunities to make a ditference--to give something back to the communit),. to do something
different for a change. or to meet new people
and to make new friends. contact the Golden
Kev
National
Honor
Society
at
.
goldenkey _barueh(l~hotmail.com or contact
the Golden Key Chapter Advisor. Baruch
College Dean of Students Ronald Aaron in 360
PAS. room 1702 or at 212/802-6820. You do
not have to be a member to participate in any
volunte:er programs coordinated by Golden
Key--you just have to want to make a difference.

.

Ben: When we got there. it 'Was cold and the
rain was pouring. By the time we made it to
the front desk. most of us were wet and bus
sick from the trip. Oddly.there was no one at
the front desk to greet us. All we found was a
note
that they had to evacuate the hotel
because a heavy storm was headed this way.
Most of us just laughed it off.
Hell. we're from New York City! Nothing can
scare the shier out of us. Know what I mean?
So we got our own keys and went to our
rooms. Later on that night. a blackout had
occurred and there were ncr lights or heat in our
rooms, so me and some of the guys thought it
would be a perfect opportunity to go on a
pantie raidor something.
We heard that some of the girls had crashed
the downstairs kitchen to grab something to
eat. The other guys wanted to hide under their
beds until they got back to scare them. but I
was hungry, S0 I went downstairs.
I went downstairs with my flashlight. slowly creeping around the empty hotel. When I
got to the kitchen and pushed the door opened.
I saw flickering candle light. But I didn't see
anyone. Thinking that the probably finished
raiding the kitchen. I opened one of the fridge
doors looking for something to munch on.
when something \....et and heavy fell out. I
looked down and saw there was the he:ad of
one Vicky! But before I could freak out. someone else had 5wung open the kitche~ door and
blew out the candles. Scared that it might be
the killer. I snuck into one of the meat lockers
and lit my lighter and something bumped into
me ... OH MY GOD~
It was the rest of the girls~ They had been
stabbed a number of times before they were
spiked upon \vith a meat hook through there
eyes! And something was wrong with their
myself from screaming. As soon as I heard the
kitcht:n door close again. I stumbled out and
thre\\ up.
I then ran back up stairs to the room where
the other guys were hiding. and I almost thre\\
up again when I found the bed had bet:n
impaled by 13 tireplace pokers. As I ran across
the bloody stained room. I began to bang on the
faculty's doors. One of their rooms was partly
opened and I sa\.. . a faintly lit figure come
down the halL so I quickly jumped into that
room only to tind that one of the faculty's head
had been impaled throught the door's clothes
hanger and the top of his head was spilt right
open!
I held the door with my back and pushed the
body to the side. At this point I wanted to get
the f*·k outta here:! When the shadow had
passed. I tried the phone. but it was dead too.
And I remembered that another bus won't be
here till morning!
I entered another room only to find a bunch
of other students had been thrown out of the
windows of their room with sheets tied to the
bed post and their neck~t I frantically rumaged
through suitcases looking for a weapon. cell/)
f---J)oone.,,al1l¥1JtuD.g 1 could use. to protec.t m.)'.self!
And all that I found were cases of beer. liquor.
\
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Jennifer Ding
·/~

Jousting to
be oHered at
area school

Family posts
photos of
pet crab

some \..eed. a vibrator. a whip. a Penthou-,e
magazine. a copy of the Asylum. a bag 0:
Cheese Doodles. and a flare gun. I was \.. ondering whether I should open the Cheese
Doodles now or save then when suddenlv. I
heard something sharp and metallic scrape
against the \" alls of the hall way. I ike <.:. nai.
slovvI~· scratching down a chalk board.
I
grabbed all the stuff and hid in the close:
Peering through the blinds of the closet- I ,,~'.'.
the killer storm into the room. clothed in blal.h
leather \.. itn a sharpened 13 inch ice pick in f:i'
right hand and a surgical scapc! in the other :
couldn't make out his face because it . . . a- dar-.
in the room.
After he tore up the room he rinalJ) kf:. :
almost let out a ~igh of relict. thinking tha: ;
must be truly lucky \..hen I heard a faint ~OU:1-.!
of Tales From the Dark side music from ar
adjacent room. Stupidly I decided to inv estlgate. As I entered t~e room. I heard the ping.
of water drizzling. as if someone \\ as taking a
shower. I walked to the bathroom and opened
the door slowly...clouds of \\ hire steam blasted
out and temporarily blinded me.
When it
cleared I saw that someone had shoved one
Paul's skull through the show er head! I threw
up again as water dribbled out of his head.
eyes. and mouth...
After I ...got over mv
.. shock I was sick and tired
of running
... around like some scared ...girl in a
bad horror movie. so I decide to take a stand.
In a hallway on the 2nd tloor of the hotel. I
placed the Penthouse magazine on the floor as
a decoy. hoping that the killer will pick it up
and I'd smack the shiet outta him with the fire
extinguisher. Soon I heard him come down the
hall...
The closer he gOL the more my heart pounded and pounded. I saw his shadow melt with
the lightning which flashed every few seconds.
Just as I thought he was close enough. I took a
swing! But I missed! I ·miscalculated his
steps! So I dropped the extinguisher and ran
down the hall with the killer right behind my
heels. But I ran into a dead end at the end of
the hallway. The killer noticed this and slowed
down his pace. As the lightning flashed again.
a very sharp ice pick emerged from his hand.
Not wanting to go out like that. I jump outta the
window and landed in the pool below.
As I gasped for air in the water. something
slimy was stuck in my mouth. When I spit it
out and cleared my eyes. the whole pool was
filled with dead bodies and floating brains! I
swam out screaming as my stomach lurched to
puke again. but nothing would come out. And
the killer was on my tail again!
So I ran out into the cold and damp \voods.
believing that I could lose him there. But I
tripped and fell over a tree stump and when I
turned around. he was standing right above
me! As he was about to deli\:,er the death blow.
he hesitated. and that's when I shoved him into
the trap I had built. He fell into a small ditch
filled with the bee'r and liquor I had found. And
as he tried to climb out. I filed the freaking
tlare gun into the pit. Exhausted. I just tdl to
my knees as dawn was approaching. But then
I had noticed that mv shado\\' was ...gettll1!!.
brighter
and the sun didn't rise .vet~
. . .and
. .brighter
.
And as I slowly turned around ...(He begins to
sob uncontrollably).
Asia: Shhhhh Ben. It's ok... You weren't gang
probed by aliens... The medic chopper and'
state troopers found you when you passed
out...
Ben: Thank you Asia... Did they get him?
Asia: No. Be:n. I'm sorry but the) didn't tind
any body in that ditch ...
Ben: But... but... (He then notices that her tape
recorder had no tape in it and there were some
burns on her arm). Asia. how did you burn
your...
But before he could answer. she spikes a sharp
ice pick into his throat!
Ben: ... Why...Asia?????
Asia: Why Ben? (A sinister grin cracks her
beautiful face). I'm amind collector and I like
to pick brains! And because I wasn't invited to
Leadership weekend!
(A sinister laughter
echos as blood from his forehead seeps into his
eyes... And then darkness ... )
Untilnexl ~~C1_ci~r~Jtip }V~~~el1d... H~J~(l Ha Ha__
Ha ha...
~

Free as a Cloud

Who's Doing What-and Why-at ~.eCircles.com:Your Own Meeting Place in Cyberspace
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Supermodels to
Discuss Addition,
Subtraction

time i'm gonna be in the jim, and those
olives they were like the eyes from this
boyfriend, this italian boyfriend from
italy he was so cute but he thought he
was gay

A group of International supermodels is using their eCircles chat area
to improve their mathematical skills.
Yesterday's meeting was about subtraction and its practical application.
Following is a partial transcript of
their seminar:

Audrey: Oh so there was like the
olives and the pill and so I just throw
all this monie on the tabel and like run
out. he comes back the next day with
all this monie I gues I left like 800
dolars and so I took the monie and
slammed the door, but that was like
subtaction right I mean like a lot?

Angel Loirette: So maybe we could
start just by talking about an example
of subtraction from our life that we've
had to do. If we can think of any.

Aspen: That was really mean. Don't
ever see him again. .

Angel: What happened Audrey?

Angel: He should have given you back
like 700 and 61 dollars.

Aspen Lancaster: I haven't been in
school for so long.

In an eCircle that archeologist
David Parkens uses to keep in touch
with fellow archeologists, Parkens
shared his recent discovery that
cave etchings were created for the
purpose of providing Neanderthal
men with reading material while
they sat on rock toilets. The
buffaloes, clouds, and depictions of
people·.were also c~eai.&f While the..
men· were seated, Parkens believes.
The discovery was made after
an assistant remarked on the odd
height of the etchings, which looked
like they were made "from a
crouched" position
"We were always so distracted by
the masterpieces that lined the
walls," Parkens said, "we never gave
much thought to the odd-shaped
rocks lining the tloor."
Typing on his laptop from a site
]'),"2 miles west of Nairobi, Kenya,
Parkens said the mish-mash of
styles has led his team to conclude
that the etchings were the work of a
nunlber of artists.
The artists probably worked on
their pieces, Parkens theorizes,
before nloving to another "seat"
win the next Neanderthal
to read and respond to his work

from the now-empty seat, in a
perverse game of musical toilets.
The scene in the cave following
a large meal, David Parkens conceded, "must have been a curious
one, indeed."
While Parkens considers the fmd
"enlightening", he worries about
the change that may occur in how
.
. - ... ..... . -•.., •.---. - .;..n "'-"- . tho ,
we view cavepamtingS
oyer e.
world, especially after the responses from other eCirclers.
"So we should no longer view the
caves as galleries where club-toting
Michelangelos unburdened their
souls, " archeologist Jane Finey
asked in the discussion area, "but
perhaps more like a restroom
where rniddle-schoolers trade notes
while they poop?"
"Judging by the long time needed
to etch them,'" typed Bill Thomas
"should we infer that Neanderthals
were often constipated?"
"The thing we MUST keep in
mind," David implored his fellow
archeologists "is that cave etchings
'are STILL wondrous works of
beauty, and contain a wealth of
infonnation about Stone Age life.
Regardless of the circwnstances in
which they were made."
----(:Ill

Audrey: What about that tip thing?

Audrey McCann: OK I invited this guy
friend for diner. When the bill came he
just sat there saying he had such a
grate time and it was fun and I like
starting freeking out. The bill said 29 .
dollers. I had this salad. It had these
olives on it and kept thinking like oh
my god I reelly shouldn't have eeten
those and now all there's all this extra

This photo was posted in Mr. Parkens' archeology eGrcle, accompanied by his profound comment,
"They probably read this on the cen."

~

Study Rev~als

.

c

.

Ping·Pong···-PI~·

Have Most Sex
Members of an eCircle dedicated to
the study of human sexuality are about
to release a report claiming that ping
pong players have seventeen times
as much sex as non-ping pongers.
"It's fascinating," said Heidi Bryant,
Professor of Sexuality at Dunkirk Tech,
"Simply put, ping pong enthusiasts "do
it" more than the rest of us. "
Professor Bryant's eCircle includes
sexuality experts from all fIfty states,
as well as Madagascar. OVer the past
27 months, the scholars have been
sharing scads of dat? in their eCircle,
including statistics, one-on-one inter'Views and phoros.
"When the results of our study came
in we all 'ust kind of slapped our
hands on our foreheads and sai9
'dub''', Bryant recalled. "Traditionally,

Aspen: Like 700.
Audrey: So, when you pay it's like the
bill that you minus
Aspen: Yeah. Butif you date a guy
that's not mean, you should always be
adding. Like that's how you know.
Angel: We'll do that next week

the Chinese have dominated internationa! ping pong competitions, and
.lo9k.. at.t.be-bialuateintbat-country!" .
Professor'Bryant went on to say that
the group still doesn't know what it is
about ping pong that promotes copious
amounts of sex. "We suspect the fastpaced frenzy of the game gets the old
blood pumping, and players need an

Continued on Page A8
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eCircler Tells of
Living 'Diablo Loco'

Start Your Own
eCircle Today!
..WS'a gteatway to -stay in touch
with friends and family!
- You invite.in whoever you want!
• You can share photos and music!

La Nina and EI Nino's
Angst-Ridden IDegitimate
Son Slams Tiny Pacific
Island With 34-Day Blizzard
Typing fronl a portable conlputer
to friends in her eCircle yesterday,
Mary Silupson described the. dire
situation at Kokena, a tiny island

just off the Western coast of New

our nUcroscopes, sunken our boat,
Guinea .Ms. Simpson also used her
and make us crawl around for
eCircle to share photos of the stann
danlage, which her friends described . our food because they think it's
our fault I don't lmow ho~ much
as "super, super scary." Mary Simpson
longer we can hold out." Her
~ is studying in Kokena as part of a
eCircle friends, along with her
biology progranl ron by' Tidewater;
university and one member of the .
State, a small college in Fl!)rida.
U.S. GoVernment, are arranging a
_ "We've had to lllake long-sleeved
relief operation for the island as
winter clothing out of palm fronds, "
quickly as possible.
wrote Mary. "The natives have smashed

- Plan events!

,

-Have online discussions!
-It's to~11y free!

- Totally private!
-Create your ~ eCirde at
. www.eCirdes.com!

_Dontt type in the
exclamation point!
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"What we have here,

.:J:.: "
',';

An Edifying Response To Last Week's
Caribbean Corner .
Clearing The Air Around The
"Beautiful Island of Jamaica"
,

is a failure to communicate"

David Blanks
ticker_eic@Scsu.baruchcuny.edu
0

•

0

••

0

••••••

0

•

Editor-in-Chief

0

Dear Baruchians,

Bryan Fleck
Managing Editor
ticker_news@Scsu.baruchcuny.edu

About three weeks ago, a tragic accident occurred in the management department. A beloved
professor suffered a stroke in front ofhis class.

Vanessa Singh ..
Executive Editor*
the_ticker@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

0

•

0

0

•

0

0

•

Did anyone hear about his? Was The Ticker; Your Newspaper, notified ofthe u'!!ortunate occurrence?
No!

0

0

0

•

0

••

No one, not the students, not the Management Department, not even our-acting president publicly acknowledged the accident to the larger Baruch community. People went about as if nothing happened.

0

0

0

0

0
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0
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0
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0

0
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0
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News Editor

MacollvieJean-Francois ...
News Editor*
ticker_news@,scsu.baruch. cuny. edu
·0

Michael Papilsky ....
tickerbus@usa.net

C"'.

•

Shan-san Wu ...
tickernews l@hotmail.com
0

0

•

0

•••

0

••

0

Business Manager

No matter that this professor was advanced in age and was teaching here, financially uncompensated, but simply out of the goodness ofhis heart.

00

0

••

Hasani Gittens .
protol)p3@hotmail.com
0

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0

•••

Business Editor*

Features / Ops Editor

0

Jessica Zhou
Features Editor*
tickerJeatures@,scsu. baruch. cuny.edu
0

--

That does not give administration the right to keep information like this from students.

••

0

0

••

0

0

0

Jon Minners
cyberasylum@bigfoot.com
0

All right fine, maybe they didn't want to make a big deal out of it and get every newspaper in
this city on it. It s understandable: the college s image is bad enough with the suicides, missing
persons, and related deaths.

0

0

•

0

•

Kin Ping Koo
Iyone=z@hotmail. com
0

•••

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

0
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0
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0

•

0
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Arts Editor

Arts Editor

Kenyatta Pious
SPorts Editor
ticker_sports@Scsu.baruchcuny.edu
0

••••

0

••••

0

0

••••

How will that professor feel when he gets out ofICU andfinds out that after spending all these
years here providing insightful instruction, his z11 fate was regarded as "nothing but another

Monyne Bowman
Advertising Manager
ticker_ad_mgr@Scsu. baruch. cuny.edu

accident? "

Jessica Rubenstein
Advertising Assistant
ticker_ad_ mgr@~csu. baruch.cuny. edu

0

0

0

Is that how you properly honor such noble souls who care less about the money and more about
true education?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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"Denotes acting
TEAM.TICKER

With all the talk about an open relationship between students and administrators, you'd think they would at least see fit to bring the issue out in the open so students could at least offer the
family some support.
Is that the kind ofschool you want to be a part of? One where students just listen to professors
talk in a class, see each other later in the street or on the elevator lines, look each other in the
eye, and turn away?
Where is the COM-MU-NI-CA-TION?
How are we to live a community when lve don't or can't communicate?
Raising academic standards isn't the only quality that politicians should mouth offabout. The
consciousness level ofstudents, about their professors, facilities, services, activities, courses, and
choices, should also be raised.
and therefore all ofus-inanyway. please con-

tact us.

"1 don't believe in security guards and gates,
it's a college, not a prison. "
--Baruch Interim President, Sidney Lirtzman

By Mark Heron
Senior Staff Writer

Staff
Raghu Bommasamudran, Omolara Laniyan,
Fred Leon, Kavita Singh Mokha, Antonio L.
Pereira, Gennania Vasquez
Contributors
Ishani Chowdhury, Jennifer Ding, Novia Gayle
Lauren Husbands, Oleg Perelman, Kelly Hettler,
Hasan S. Hasnie, Renee Booth, Hubert Reyes,
Dance Diva, Kavita Singh Mokha, Kit Cannon
Pbotography- Carl Aylman, David Blanks, Jennifer Ding

All work except printing is done by Baruch
undergraduate and graduate. students, All
typed and signed contributions land letters,
accompanied by a disk, are welcome, and
should be mailed to the above address (or Email address).
Our office is open during regular school
hours. Any display or advertising questions
should be directed to the Advertising
Manager at the above address.
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clothes, flirts with everyone and generally,
for my Yankee friends, looks "busted."
She stated that Jamaicans have a musical
dialect, 99.9% of the people asked will tell
you that we don't the. 1% are those that think
everyone's dialect or language is musical.
The islands with a musical' dialect are
Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados.
The piece was riddled with grammatical
errors and other stupid mistakes, after all I
should hope the male soccer team would- be
the Reggea boys and not the Reggea girls..
I also took exception to what she said in
. paragraph four; "The only positive thing
about Jamaica repeated often is it being one
of the most beautiful islands in the
Caribbean," which gives the impression that
she thinks the only positive thing about
Jamaica was what she saw in the media, that
it is one of the most beautiful islands.
In conclusion, as a "Senior Staff Writer,"
Ms. Thomas should have taken the time to
research, read through and edit her piece.
Although to some of you, my rebuttal may
sound harsh, I needed to say something so
that she would improve her writing skills and
methods. I hope this can keep her from misrepresenting other Caribbean islands.
Although she tries to make the Caribbean
islands seem inviting she achieves the exact
opposite.
Unless her manner changes we should all
take her articles with a grain of salt. Unless
you have personal knowledge, the only thing
you should accept from a Thomas article as
fact is the name of the island.
PS. - It is YEAH MAN, not YAH MAN.
Novia Alana Gayle (The First and only)

Writer Trisha Thomas
Responds
First of all let me say that the purpose of .
Caribbean Comer is not to 'big up' any island, nor
is it's suppose to function as some sort of travel
guide. Obviously people have problems understanding that.
To the many Trinidadians and Tobagonians who
told Novia that my Y2K article about Trinidad
was filled with false information, I know that you
wish in your hearts that Trinidad does not suffer
from problems like power failures and dry taps,
but we all know that it sometimes happens. I am
not an alleged Trinidadian, but lOOOA» Trini and
proud of it.
Ms. Gayle dared say that I wrote lies about her
beloved Jamaica. I did not make up the fact that
Jamaica is 4,230.5 square miles. The number did
not just pop into my head, I did do research. In
fact it was one of my sources that said that the
name was probably Xaymaca. I never wrote that
curry goat and ox tail started in Jamaica, but wrote
that Jamaica is popularly known for these dishes.
I don't know how it was implied that all Jamaica
has are harbors and bauxite when all I wrote was
"Jamaica boasts excellent harbors and its bauxite
deposits are among the richest in the world." You
have taken these facts and turned them into something different than what I wrote, and you did a
good job at it. The slang "bad breed" is a term that
a Jamaican student here at Baruch told me about
Obviously the slang has different meanings in dif. fere~t parts of the island. The article about
Jamaica was to let people think a little. It was to
tell people that Jamaica and many other islands
are not just what is shown in the media but much
more than that. Ms. Gayle and others who share
her opinion, you have achoice, don't read my colU1JlI) if you have issues with it. It's that simple.
...
Seen!
.

Why You Should've Voted Last Week

Senior Staff
Sarah Ashfaq, Mark Heron, Hameem Kader, Kiro,
Trisha Thomas, Vanessa Witenko, David Lo,

360 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10010,
Room 1522,
the_ticker@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Secondly, she said Jamaica's main dishes
were curry goat, oxtail, jerk chicken and
ackee and saltfish; she correctly sites our
national dish as being ackee saltfish, but gave
the impression that curry goat, oxtail and jerk
chicken started in Jamaica... the latter two
may have been started in Jamaica.
FACT: Nothing curry was started in Jamaica,
curry is from India. In addition curry goat is
not a main dish.
Next, she said "Ackee is a fruit brought
from West Africa by slave ships, when prepared with saltfish, it leaves you biting your
fingertips" which implied, we still have slave
ships coming into our "numerous" harbors
(something also implied by her) bringing us
ackee weekly.... come on now, we have modernized somewhat, we have our own trees.
Trisha also implied all Jamaica has are harbors and bauxite, which I and others took to
mean you take a ship/to Jamaica's harbor, get
off, look at the bauxite, then return to the harbor and ship.
FACT: Yes, bauxite is our main ~port,
however, Jamaica is not predominately harbors, unless you consider each beach a harbor. Jamaica has only three harbors each at
different ends of the island.
She ended her piece with her version of
Jamaican terms and their "\eanings; I say her
version because out of the twelve, two were
incorrect and five or six were not even
Jamaican but rather Caribbean/West Indian
terms.
Fact: Bad breed does not mean someone of
mixed decent, it is an insult to someone who
is of mixed decent but with really coarse hair
and who some think is aesthetically deficient.
(ugly). Skettel in Trinidad might mean
whore (a fact I researched through interviews), but in Jamaica it just means someone
who goes to every dance/party in slutty

THE

Polities and Stuff:

Production
Karl Boulware, Monyne Bowman, Julie Mae
-Dojillo, Bryan Fleck, Macollvie Jean-Francois,
Hasani Gittens, Graceann Hall, Elaine Hui, Kin
Pin Koo, Jon Minners, Kenyatta Pious, Jessica
Rubenstein, Vanessa Singh, Shan-san Wu, Jessica
Zhou

The Ticker is published weekly, fifteen times
a semester, by The Ticker editorial staff at:

Sincerely,
The Ticker

This rebuttal is in response to the
"Caribbean Corner" in last weeks paper dated
November 3, 1999. For those of you who
know me. you know that writing is one of the
things I detest most next to vegetables; but
after reading the trash and dare ,I say lies
written about my beloved Jamaica from
someone who has given others the impression she is an "Island Guru." I had no choice
but to respond.
Miss Trisha Thomas, who boasts the title of
Senior Staff Writer, has written two such articles in "Caribbean Corner." One is about the
island of her birth, Trinidad, which was said
to be filled with so much false information by
the Trinidadians and Tobagonians.I consulted
(a trait she should adopt, researching) that it
even made them wonder if she truly was from
that island. However, I do not have access to
a paper to point out the specific errors right
now. Instead I will base my arguments on the
piece on Jamaica in last week's paper.
Now my feeling is, if you are going to write
on any subject.. RESEARCH the subject;
whether by reading books or conducting
numerous interviews, neither of which
seemed to have been the case. S6 instead, we
have a piece written by an alleged
Trinidadian about a place she has never visited.
Quoting what was stated in line three of her
article. "Jamaica's name was probably
Xaymaca... "
HELLO!!!!!!!!
research.
research. research. it was not probably, it
was. In her piece she said Jamaica was
4,230.5 square miles, what happened to our
other 180.5 square miles, did she 1hink we
did not need it so she omitted it from her calculations....
FACT: Jamaica is 4,411 square miles, a fact
any book, detailed map, interview or visit to
the Caribbean club could tell you.
.I

Graceann Hall ...
ticker_business@).Jahoo.com
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Ifyou are aware ofany incidentthat affects you,
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every registered voter's name can be found in
election books. These books are subdivided
into districts, and if you are registered you are
in that book. . Each and every single elected
official will consult this book when they
receive a call for help. This means that if you
aren't registered you may be put to the side
until there is sufficient time or opportunity to
deal wi til your case. 'Fhe-reas6fl-feF tlHs----i-s--pan
self interest part circumstance. Elected officials are under the gun partly because they
have a limited amount of resources and favors.
'file amount of resources they have is directly
tied to the number of people who voted in the
Last election. If your district is not voting then
they are even under more pressure to deliver
goods and services. If a choice has to made as
to who will get helped first or at all then the

Two parties against the people. Where have
you heard that before? Almost everywhere. It
seems that not a day goes by without the populace hearing that they have no choice. that they
aren't represented. that the votes are stacked
again-st them, and that It IS better noTlo---yme~-
because voting won't make a difference.
Is it a wonder that Buchanan left the republican party? Could it have something to do with
the fact that the Reform party h£thirteen million to spend? Patrick Buchanan ~ys that both
parties are bought and paid for by special interests. He says that both parties have already
decided who their nominees will be and that
not only have they decided this but that are
T
"rA.."r fn Ctpt o;:a c;:trppt
'
l1Vl1together in trying to dlmlDlsh competition UULU
a stop sign put up or a tree planted. or removed.
within and without their respective parties.
you
have to have clout, favors or friends. Votes
This is not a new charge. all of the contenders
translate into all of these things.. resources are
who have already dropped out of the quest for
divided based upon votes,
the republican nomination for president have
So faced with all of this, politicians try to get
also made the same charge.
as many people to vote within their district as
The argument is that without the funds to
possible. And only those who vote count. This
compete qualified candidates won't even conmay seem harsh. but so is life.
sider running for public office. This poses a
I have to say that last years election as well
problem. Mainly that the masses will continue
as this year there as been a resurgence in the
to be turned off by the political process. The
number of voters. Last year's off year election
decision to not vote is not a solution. The only
saw a lot of new voters going out to polls. This
way to win back our elected officials and govsaw the defeat ofa veritable giant in New York
ernment is 'for each and every eligible voter to
politics, Alfonso D'amato. The new voters
get out and vote.
consisted of new immigrants. first time voters
When politicians say that the only thing that
and a resurgence in Black and Hispanic voters.
counts is the vote, they are not lying. Each and
Voters also came out . this year as soundly
every well intentioned politician runs for office
defeated
the Mayor's power grab by voting no
and upon election pays particular attention to
on the charter proposal. The saying is that certhose who are registered to vote. How can they
tain groups don't come out when it rains and
tell if you are registered? Simple. each and

v.....

I

~
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unpopular proposals usually get passed on off
year elections. This year it was raining cats
and dog's and the voters came out in droves.
Hopefully, this resurgence is long lasting and if
each one of us eligible voters do our part by
dragging our fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters,
cousins, nephews and nieces to make voting a
familyaffair,
.If.we the public will do.our part to protect our
right and privilege to vote, then we will not
only be protecting democracy but our freedom.
Let's prove the pundits and the cynics wrong
and go out and vote.

could understand that belief in supernatural is
irrational and that I· have nothing to fall back
on but myself. In the second situation I would
most definitely study harder because I would
know that Santa Clause wouldn't earn that "A"
for me, and also; when I would get that "A," I
would feel really good about my own work
paying off. What I'm trying to say is that when
we fill our mind witl1.~od{s) ~d/or some other
existence we stand in the way of our own
progress.

----------------------------------

Thanks for writing Serge.

From: Serge <serge@ultinet.net>
To: Mark Heron <markberoDticker@hotmail.com>
Subjed-: Re: "Polities and Stuff: The State
of the Church."
Among many disagreements I have with
Mark on the issue of upholding the law and
separation of church and state (at least in public institutions), I will only address one point
which I think hits close to home for all students.

However, I don't think that the millions of .
Americans who are true believers in Faith
would disagree with you. I didn't say that if
lyou .prayed, you would automatically do well
in school. There is a saying that goes: "God
helps those who help themselves."

The main point of my argument in advocating some form of private prayer in the public
schools is that it would be a way of addressing
our human need to believe In something
greater than ourselves. When all the money,
fame and family is gone the only thing left is
Mark asks: "If schoo I. prayer
were..."'•to
be - .. lfaith. In.that.sense,..th.ose_wj)~_have faith may
.
- -._.-...
.
...
alJowed in .school would this be a bad thing?"
be ahead of the game and I think that we
I say YES, because such action would directly
should at least consider the large percentage of
encourage belief in a supernatural and our
the population who are in favor of some form
"dependence" on it. Think about it; I'm a stuof school prayer.
dent and I have to study for an upcoming
exam .. I could go ahead and study but also in
Thanks for writing in, feel free to email your
the back of my mind I'd "know' that some
response on this or any other article at
"being with supernatural qualities" would help
markheronticker@hotmailocom
me through the exam by whatever "mystlcal"
powers it might posses. On the other hand I
... ....

-

~---~-_

~.-

'~~

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provideday and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PT ACCOUNTING/BKKEEPING ASSISTAIQT

15-25 hrs:jweek. sunny downtown location
flexible hrs available INC sats.
check paymt; invoicing; quicken;
records; administrative.
seek motivated; excel; quicken; msoffice
resume to tactica@aol.com or fax 212-964-0084

Hardware Innovations:
Securing Online Transactions

PT... MKTG ANLYSIS/COPYWRITING

"Free Cd of cool indie music when you register
at mybytes••com, the ultimate website for your
collegege needs."

Le~

Helpline lend you a Hand

15-25 hrs./week. sunny downtown location
By Lauren Husbands
Contributing Writer

,

The recent onslaught of electronic transactions has led to the exploration of a new hardware device which rna) change how consumers
do their spending.
Universal Teller Machine systems is the
developer of a new machine. the first of its
kind. geared towards online purchasing .and
banking. UTM Systems research found that
consumers universally face frustrations when
attempting to complete on-line transactions.
This stems from three concerns: the misu
se of personal information, credit card information and the inconvenience of .cornpleting
online forms. They have a really neat technology, said Blaine Mathieu. an analyst with
Dataquest, a market research firm in San Jose.
There is a huge demand for increased security
on the net. and this is one of the- solutions.
Debit Card news describes the market for'
UTM machines by saying with technology
costs dropping and a growing desire among
Web merchants for less risky and expensive
alternatives. efforts to bring online debit transactions to the Internet are escalating.
This patent-pending device slides into any
personal computer floppy drive to facilitate ecommerce payments. Expecting to be released
this fall, each unit will cost $6
The floppy disk will contain a magnetic card
reader and microchip for secure socket layer
(SSL) data encryption. It will require user validation before any transaction begins.
The customers PIN. tied to their payment
card. is encrypted and transferred to a server
operated by UTM Systems. UTM sends the

",

information to an 'electronic funds transfer
(EFT) network for validation. along with a
request for authorization of the purchase
amount: the merchants code and cardholder
data.
Robert Lee, UTM Systems founder and president. said the universal teller
machine signals a fundamental change in the
way people will shop online. The device will
work with ATM and regular debit/credit cards.
After sliding the card into the device, an
ATM-Jike console pops up on the screen. After
keying in their PIN code to authorize the transaction as they would in a store accepting ATM
cards, the transaction is then authorized by the
retailer card, processing network in the usual
way.
According to a spokesperson from UTM
Systems, the UTM machine can be easily ejected from a computer's floppy drive and is small
enough to be carried in your pocket and be used
with other computers at the owner's conve-

flexible hrs available inc Sots.

systems and take advantage of the burgeoning
Internet marketplace with more points of sale,
while building stronger merchant relationships.
Offering the UTM machine to customers and
merchants requires no change to infrastructure
and carries no increased support costs. because
the UTM machine runs transactions through
the worldwide ATM networks and interfaces
directly with merchants. Online merchants
make no changes to their existing Web sites.
UTM Systems is in the process of finalizing the
format in which banks will talk to the merchants for purchase approval.

consumer/retailing/fashion trds; data base; focus groups;
copy writing, analysis skills needed.
resume to tactica@aol.com or FAX 212 964 -0084
$25 + Per Hour
Direct Sales reps needed NOW'
Market credit card appl. Person-to-person Commissions avg. $250-500/wk.
1-800-651-2832

•
•
•
companies
are aiming
to get their new hires
from internship programs

EaiY, Fun CASH!
Be popular, rich, the big man or woman on campus while
getting your new friends into the coolest nightclubs for 1/2
price: To let the good times begin, inquire with Justine at
212-591-0121 about your new career as a nightclub promoter.

ruence.

UTM is building other devices to read-credit
cards, including one that works with hand-held
computers like the Palm Pilot, said Lee.
This device is ideal for consumers arid merchants. The UTM machine helps merchants
attract and retain customers by providing a
secure payment environment while reducing
support costs and minimizing the risk of nonpayment.
Additionally. the UTM machine Interface can
be customized with partner merchant logos that
function as a hyperlink, allowing 'customers to
visit participating merchants web sites after
completing their transactions. The machine
allows financial and banking institutions to
leverage their existing ATM-based payment

Unlike many ATM machines, UTM Systems
will not charge a fee for each transaction.
Instead, the company plans to license its technology to banks and other financial institutions
and sell advertising and sponsorships on its
machines.
. UTM hopes to convince banks to distribute
their machines to their customers at no cost. A
report from The New York Times stated that
UTM Systems· recently announced that four
major U.S. banks affiliated with Visa and
Mastercard International will begin distributing its systems to their customers at no cost
before the end of the year. Lee declined to
name the banks, but said they served over I 0
million customers.

Last

Change

% Change

NASDAQ 100 INDEX
2763~580

-22.69

..0.81%

DOW JONES INTERNET COMM

INDX
223210
-6.66
·2.9()O,/c)
RUSSELL 2000 INDEX
446.28Od
+121
+O.27~4
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
625.990
- -4.38
·O.690,/c)
30 YEAR T-BoND INDEX

6.063

<,

+0.00

0.0004

using internships to pre-train (and pre-evaluate) potential hires. "The internships are the
lifeline of our whole recruiting process," said
Kimberly Fashing, director of campus recruitment for one division of Pricewaterhouse
Coopers. "We need them much more than the
students do."
Internships exploded during the 90s. From
1987 to 1994, listings in the National Directory
of IntelJlships doubled from 22,000 to 43.000.
At first, companies saw interns as little more
than cheap- and not very useful- labor. Then
human resources managers started to notice
that. former interns took less time to train,
adjusted faster and stayed in their jobs longer.
The intern pool supplied 9 percent of corporate hires in 1991 and 25 percent in 1993. Now,
companies like Pricewaterhouse Coopers are
aiming to get a majority of their new hires from
internship programs.
Students also benefit enormously,
Interns walk away from their experience with
self-confidence and office savvy, as. well as
technical skills and expertise. And rernuneration has risen so dramatically that interns no
longer subsist on "stipends." Companies pay as
much as $2,500 to $3,500 per month, plus
overtime. Indeed, some returning interns can
earn more than first-year associates.
Most importantly, an internship is not just
another, summer job. It is a chance to get a feel
for worklife in different industries and at different companies. An internship can provide an
inside look at a company you might want to
work for.
Willis, for example, shunned offers from two
other top consulting firms, partly because of his

Your CoHege Information

Resource

Monday-Friday 9am-6pm
Room ~ 548 360, PAS
(212) 802-6795

Bilingual Hispanic, Chinese, Korean, Russian, Indian,
Vietn~mese & Polish speaking sales associates wanted for
dynamic marketing company in Midtown Manhattan near
Macy's.
All shifts available. Room for growth. Great environment.
Salary plus commtsslon. Previous experience helpful.
Call 212-563-8602 for interview. Ask for Mayerlin Jaramillo,
ext. 248.

,

(?j~u~'

.'

/976

s

Getting the Right Internship Could Make or Break You
(CPWIRE) - November 3. 1999 - If Adam
Willis had any remaining doubts about whether
to accept the job offer they were dispelled during his week at the Disney Institute.
After a second summer interning with
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in Chicago. the 22
year old was among the nearly 1.000 interns
offered jobs this year. And to help reinforce
Pricewaterhouse Coopers's commitment to the
illtelll class. they were all sent to a week: of
seminars and learning opportunities at an indepth training program held at The Disney
Institute.
So at the end of the summer. Willis and a
group of 1.300 interns from allover the world
traveled to Walt Disney World Resorts for content-rich study of brand management and management consulting. Human resource professionals led interns through next steps and inspirational speakers wrapped up the last day. Most
importantly, the interns had an opportunity to
bond with potential colleagues.
"They closed down a different section of the
park for us each night," said an amazed Carly
Lima, who interned in the LA office. "It really
underscored their commitment to us."
Getting the interns together works well for
Pricewaterhouse Coopers, as roughly 90 percent accept the firm's offer.
Another thing that convinced Adam Willis?
"Nearly everyone I knew was
coming back." he said.
Companies are ever more committed to getting college students on internships and getting
those interns to become employees. With talent
at a premium. Corporate America is doing all it
can to recruit workers and are increasingly

Peer Counseling
Housing Information
Referrals to Outside Agencies

Shyness Groups Forming I Short·Term Focused
Improve conversation skills.
Feel more comfortable in Social Situations.
Public Speaking & Interview Preparation.
Private Coaching also available.
CaB: Dr. Diane Britton

Meat Platter
$5.99

I

212·807-8080

Includes:

j

$4.99

I

Includes:

1

Two Portions of Vegetarian
Items. Daal. Salad. Raeeta
Naan & Rice

One Portion of Meat .ltems,
Small Portion of Vegetarian
Items. Salad. Raeeta, Naan. &
Ric~

EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester"
By Posting Your
_____~ecture Notes Online

Register on-llnenows

i

@ www.Study24-7.com

~

(888) 128-7247

i

FREE CLASS NOTES!

I

STUDY24-7.com

I'
I

Vegetarian
Platter

Tandoori
Platter

Kebab
Wrap

$4.99

~1.99

Includes:

Includes:

A Quarter Leg of Chicken.
Small Vegetable, Salad. Raeeta
Naan & Rice

Chicken or Beef Kebab topped
with lettuce. tomato. onion, and
chutneys. wrapped in. Naan

Buffet Lunch
$5.95
ALL YOU CAN EAT
7 Days a Week I 1:00am - 3~OOpm
1 '

Lexingto~ Avenus
Corner of 27th Street

99

New York,
NY- 10016
.
-

(212) 683-2323
\

\.

_ _....

• v
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Men's Baseball Team Names New Coach
good guy \\ ho I wish a lot of success to.
As for Scott Losche, he has wasted no time
trying to prepare for the up coming season.
l.osche is in the midst of getting his assistant
crew together. Unofficially, former Cit: college head coach and \\ inner of the baseball
Cl 1N Y s in I 99-l, Basil Tarasco will be an assistant. Former Baruch pia: er, Eric Grossman
\\ ill also be an assistant. Frank Dursi \\ ho has
helped the team prcv iousl, \\ ill also chip in and
the perennial athletic information guru. Bob
Greenberg \\ i II also prov ide much needed
,ISS istance.
! hav c know n Scott I oschc for sev cral : ears

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
Ova the past week. the Baruch baseball team
has chosen former assistant coach Scott l.osche
to be the new head coach of the team. Loschc
will replace former head coach "Budd:"
Heffernan.
According to an unidentified source, "Budd: .,
has decide d to pursue another job within
Baruch. All that is know n is that it is a full time
position but other details about the joh are
unavailable at press time. I have gotten to
kno\". "Buddy" over the past year and he j" ;1

as \\ e played on the Baruch basketball team
together and I knew him when he was a star
player for the Baruch baseball team. He has
always been very motivated and perhaps his
greatest asset is that he cares for the Baruch
players. His baseball acumen is extensive and
I noticed \\ hen I \\ ent to Florida \\ ith the team
last y car that he has a great rapport \\ ith the
playas.
I personally think that one of the biggest problems Scottie wi ll face is making that transition
from assistant to head coach. I n other words.
assistants general J~ arc less authoritati ve than
head coaches. Scottie is well liked and that

may pose a problem when he has to make crucial decisions. He must understand that players
will always berate their coaches here and there
but in the long haul. it is about what the team
accomplishes and the individual improvements
that players make that matter.
We look torw ard to the season and to Scottie's
coaching debut. I. for one. am confident that
Scottie is the right choice and that he will be the
key catalyst to propel Baruch baseball beyond
its current state of mediocrity.

To Puslt Back The Season
"ron should not \\"~11t unti] next semester a..;; in

B\ Ken vat ta Pious
,\pur:s L/!l or

I he !~,lrtlch \\

.

baxkctbal I tc.un m.r,
[1u"h the t\\L1 g amc-. ih.u it had this "CIl1C"kl
back to nc x t "CI1lC"tL'r. :\" \\a" reported in thc
leI,r :""Ul' ( I icki-r i... <uc J 0, \ 01 UIll 1..' ~6). [hI..'
team is in need of rIa; ers If the team i, "tlCccsstu] 111 pushing hack the games. it \\ ill
hl'rd-ull; hav c enough ume to gl't a fl'\\ mUI c
OI11\.:n '"

riel; crI he mov c is good also because it allow ~ the
player» w ho have been practicing enough time
to \\ork l)n their ,kills and to mcsh \\ith Bob
Di\iardo \\ ho !s the ne\\ head coach,
Ob\ iousl:, studenb that are intereskd in thc

Stop the Pre:sses! You can't have an issu~ or
the Ticker without
another
Minners'
Commentaf'\. Corner. I' \c got a lot on 111\mind and yOU, the unfortunate \ ictims. 11<'1\ c to
listen, \\eII. actually read m: rants.
First ofT, I \\ant to congratulatc thc Baruch
\\omen's volkyhall team on their accomplishments. I knm\, I don't \\fite about Baruch
sports much. hut there's a salt place in 111::
h~art for \\ omen in shorts.
I would have follm\"1."d thl.:llLH.L{l(c:.:...!lllJ }~h~n _
I \\as dcnied the right to inten ic\\ thL: girl"
alkr a gamc in thclr lud.l..'r rool11. I dt:c!(kd not
to go to an: Illorc g:lIllC" \lUt ur rnltl',>! 1 luI.
and thc 1~1Ct that a rcstraining orlkr prc\ ellh
me frol11 g.oing \\ ithln IO() ft or them
:\11 kidding asidc, It'" tllllC ror lllC to \1.."llt
The:rc is this girl I \\ \.lrk \\ lth \\ Il\.l I" .l big
Cp\\ ho;" fan
\\ JUt')l 1hi'" girl \\ ,1'-. h\.1l"!1 111
1'1..'\\ York and i" a ('\n\ ho;" Lin \hl' l1;ltC"
the (,iants and thc kh I hat'" iikl.: hl'lllg h\.l(I]
in .\Illcrjca and ru;lllllg ror ('hlll,1 t\) t'I..',lt
·\rncrica III the ()I: I11pIC"
(il..'l ... 111111.: '\;1..'\\
York pridl..'. That gOL.:s fl)r all :- l'll '\C\\ Y\\rh..
Chicagl) Bull. San :\ntonl\.l ~pur" ::l1d \tLlrll,1
~

Bra\c" fans out th':r~
SOI11~ ma; arguc that the (Jlanh I'I,l: 111 '\1.."\\
,kr"l'\. and I \\\.1uld ;Ir~ll~' hdd '11,lt \pu "j,I\l.ld
kno\\ ; our rok and ,>pe.~h. \\ hcn "PO"I..'11 t\l
'I he\ arc kno\\rl ~h the '\1.."\\ Ypr" CianI'>, "p
cheer thcm on
I'll unJcr ...tand It" :llll dOIl't
clap for thl' .krs. The: c\.1il,pktcl: "lie'" '1':11..'
G ianls on thl..' othl..'l hand ,Ire tearlllg sh It lip
and I think the: 'II he in lhL: pla::oth thi" :l',lr.
I stilllo\e the Jets, too. hut thc: h:l\c a hcttl'f
shot at the toikt [xm I then the Super B()\\. I
Th~ Knicks are on lIre. Van (.lund; saId thiS

:il~,lr;

it m,l; hc tlll) late

Il) join.

Interested
;,1::; cr- arc I"1..'1l1111\.kd ih:n the c:o;}ching "LIt'!"
\\:11 tr\. tll \\ or], \\ it h .\ our w or k .ind school
!1\\ur" vnoihcr rc.i-on the mo . C I" good is
ih.u :11\\,,-: I,Ll:I..'r" ih.u L!ll h.iv c hectic cla,>scs
i hi-, <cmc stcr "hould be better l)lf ncx t scrncs11..': 'Illl..-e :1111'/.1,\ LT" II..'cl.."i\ 1..' L',lr!: r,-'gi"rr,ltl\.lll
Thi-, <hould ensure that all pla~ as can attend
the gamc"
,(\ whether II i" Ior t hc 11.)\1..' of the g.uuc or

By Shan-san
.\ e\l's l:..ditor

can ing. up the bird. Jacksonville.

w«

Last week vs. spread: X-S
nO/JIIUIlS t 3) at 11/lls

Overall: -l7--l5

>

t~lr

C,lrl: fcgi"tr:lti\)Jl. please [o in the team' I
guarantcl..' that: ou \\ ill cherish the experience.
\11 tho-,c interested. please sec Ralph Sirianni
on the "C\ cnth floor haknn: o l' the 2:-;rd street
hullding or call (212) 3X"7-12 7-l,

199X: Johnson rip" apart a box of Flutic
Flakes in the locker room. The flakes were
marketed to raise 1110nc: for handicapped
childrcn and c~peciall: thosc childr~n strickcn \\ ith the dise,bc ami-cting 13ill ()B Doug
Flutie's son Jil11m:: \\as apparentl:: ignorant
or this.
1999: Pa\ hack tlmc. Buthlo.
Colts (-3) ul \T GWIlIS
Bright Lights, Big Cit~, ho-hum. Pc: ton's
seen it all hcforc. The critical matchup here
is.n't be:t\\e~n the Colt 0 and the: Gial]t D, its
het\\ecn a workman-like Colt defense and a
non-c'\istent Giant attack. Indianapolis.

Chargers (.... !) at Raiders
Junior Seaus vaunted defense being proven
\\ orthlcss by actual non-paper competition.
Grudcns troops regrouped and read: to challenge for the AFC West title. Chargers ready
to pack their season in. Oakland.

Broncos

(-'6;

at Seahawks

IlolmgrL.:n keling \er: satisfl.:d after r~cent
c\ ~nts. \Vas it Fm re who made thc Packers
into a Supcrb()\\1 champion or \\as it
I Iollllgren? You he: the judge. Scah<.l\\ ":s.
\ ) .leIs (. 0) Lit Pa!rlots
/\ true test of\\ill between opposing coaching
ideologies: The Dictator versus thc llurnanist
. This pick is from the heart. Nc\\ England.

tcam \\ asn't rcad::. hut thc: sure shut him up.
Titans (- /0) at Bengars I think the pia: ef" held a private mee:ting. and
The: Bengal season
is already over.
as usual. \\ hcn rIa: l'rs arc im ited to a meetApplication,
arc
now
being
accepte:d for
ing, Patrie" I \\ Ing is not. Well. at this meetRudskms (-6) at l:."ag/us
Co~kt"s successor. The !\1c"!\l.air . Eddie and
ing, thc pla:cr,> \\cre likc. "We ha\e t\.) \\in
1\\0 emotion-III led losses to arch cnem:
the rc~t of the Titans on the other hand arc
e\ cr:: g;l1l1c. hccau,c \\ hen Patrick comcs
Dallas ha\ c pro\ cd demoralizing. rhe hest
competing rnr the SuperhO\\ I. Docs motivahack. \\c·rl..' gOl1lld "uck hig timl..'. rhat greed:
\\ a: to raise morale is olkn a g.ood mcal or
tion count ror an) thing in the NFL?
hastard "
rnast bird. Thanbgi\ ing a couple or \\ccks
knncssee.
rhl.' Kllll'k,> "olild \\ in it all \\ ith h\ illg i I' he
carl::. Washington.
('llle!s (. 3) at Buccaneers
pia: cd ,I" ;1 hach.up. alld onl; ror dcklls~.
Hr()\l'lls (. /-1 / ~; u! ShJe!ers
Dil fer \\ ill llnd,the no-name Chief defense to
I hc Breeders- ('uo! ,\\ 0\\, iu~t allother sport
11h cushion to £!i\c a 11011-;-";1-'l.
.
t h:l t c; 1IC k " I I 10r"c r; lC i 11 g~i,~
..~jl~1,,-:-:.t-;~I--;-I ;:-:-1~Il=-lt:=-'-':~~\:~C:-:-lI:-:'-':c--jr.:ut.~~~..!..L~~~~~~~~~~f..:...:.~~~~-=-------'-....C-:------:-:::-:-:-:::i:------:-:-:-::::-::;-7---.-r::-::-::---1C-::---'-::"=--::-::-::~""-'=':':-:=-:Tt-:--+---~
e
IllUC
more
t an e can eaSI \
t: team against Bill Co\\her and a ,olid
!(1 gl\ t.' (\Id pl.'Orlc "\.\IPI..'thing tp \\-dtch
Y\lll
. \btott heim:. run into thc ground and into a
defcnse :\ chance f0r Kardell to pad 111" c;h~lk:
;U;' 11:1\ 1..' ~'Tl()llgh "rnrh
I he nther \.b;
r rl..'l1l aturl' fdiremenl. r\ hllniliar ~cenario.
joh sccurit: til is \\ -.:ck. Pittsburgh
\\,Itchl..'d (\!d !'l'nrk' ,III \)\I..'r golL ho\\ Img. al1d
lalllpa \\i11 prohahl~"take a ()H in nc\:t :car's
Pall!her.\ (. 10; a! f(U!/I,\
'\ FI dr;lIt K,lnsas Cit\.
\\ C\\ \\ rc"tllllg
rhe Rams arc f{lr real hut thClf dura \.11 dUIllI-

! /nr"l'

r:lclll~

iLl"t ,I thlll -:\:ClhC to :lbusc
.llllllUh I hl..'ll ,\);,1111_ !lokclllnn kl" taught mc
111,\t It i" ,\k III tr,llll .\Il~l1LJI" to CPlllpde ag:1il,..,t
\llk' ,111\\tl1-.:r 111 '-(\lLk :ight".·· "\.1 I gllcs" 11\\I'"e
r~:Clllg. 1,>I1't ,>u bdd.
! !lc \ l'ell I" ,illlhhl ,It ,Ill elld I'm "p ;mllci1',1l11l~ thl..' 11111 klllllllill \\ hcrl..' tl.'IT\.lrisls lkstrp:
! 11111..'" "Lill.lI"l.." :1111.1 111 III lOll'. or anl1o: ing !\.lSl'r"
j11.."r1"h Illtl1l' "!lh\h.L' "II hc homc prcr:JrIl1g
f\.1 r c\)I Ie g1..' Hl )\\ : ~,IIllI..'" Y \.HI k!l \.)\\ h 0 \ \ Il1U C h
I in\ c C\lj kg.l..· 'pili t"
\Il;\\d,\ 1\\.;" rhll1klng. ,Ihn:lt a :c,lr I..'lld !Pll"
.11 Ill\. CUllll1]l'l1tar\. cnrIler,,_ hut "oml..'pnc ...aid
I"

Ih,lt Pl.."lpk \\\.luld hI..' ut"knded h; an O\CfU"C
\11 thl..' \\l\ILl, "lick
I hc:: said that all I \\rltl'
,l!:put ;Irc tll.lt this 'ron :,uck" th3t team ,[;cb.
()r tllO~l' plJ:ers suck.
I he: said all I ~\~r ...a:
I,> suck, sud., sud.. and that if I did that t; re
or COIUIllIl. it \\ould prett: much ~uck, so I
\\on'1. I hanks for thc ad\ ICC. Later. ..

nancc \\as built on d \\cak carh "chcdllk I hl'
Panthers arc a \ ctcr,1Il pnlks,>ll.llnl tl'etll1 ,tIld
\\nIl't hc ,l\\I..'d h; tld"h alld .1Il drl..'llcl-k.lgllc
QB Carolind
f? (1\"1:'/1\' I ' /31 (/! .Jug //un
1\;1\ cn 1ll,lkcs ,1 pour "llh"tltutC t\lr lud\I..';
'lCC\.lrding t\.\ ~m ;lIhll);IlWll" Ilct\\Olk lck\l~iOll c.\ecuti\ c. .I.lgu~lrs \\ II! loin Rl'dskin:-. :It
;111 cdrl: I h;mh."gl\ IIlg 1ll1..':t1
".;otl' I\.) Kc\ In
I Llrd\ rkasc rl'I11Cl11hcr to ",I; gLll'( hcroll'

Pid.. l)r thc \\l'ek
I :l"t \\·l'ch.· I-I

(h~r,dl

rccord:

~--l

I hI..' "l1ol..-h. (\r !\.hing Young is \\ caring off ,1Ild
"ll I" thc r~lln llrrcalit: that the '''iners arc no
l()n~cr ;IIlH'ln~"t t!at: elit>:. ~e> erthdcss, the:
,Irc "till \\1..'11 cOdchcd and talented, ~e\\
()rkalh Is ,>tIiI rccl ing from thl..' unspe:akahk
"U'PICI\.)ll tk:t Rick: \\'illiams rna:: ha\ e
1.."\.\1111..' at tuo dC,lr a price. San Francisco.

I Hey Sport~ Crazy Baruchians,
write for Ticker Sports todayl
E-mail Kenyatta Pious at
ticker_sports@scsu..baruch.cuny.edu
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There were some bad camera angles that
would lead to my death many times. Add
to that the fact that there were far too few
checkpoints where I could save my
progress. So, when I did die, I had to
repeat huge portions
of the game again.
That kind ofsucked.
Then again, this
game is a lot of fun,
and
I
actually
enjoyed
playing
those portions over

Driver PC Review
Gt Interactive-

agam,
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characters would speak rather clearly, but
the words would still appear on the screen.
I thought they made a mistake at first, but
then I thought that this was really cool for
hearing impaired people. I wonder if that
was what-they were aiming for.
Well, now for the bad points.

This game has
a whole lot of levels
and mini games to
enjoy. If you're a
big Sonic fan, this
game is for you. If
you have ~njoyed
Super
Mario
Brothers and Crash
Bandicoot, - try
Sonic on for size.
While those other
games keep getting
Sonic
repetitive,
l'~ep~_B~tting better.
Badseed's
Bottomline: 5 out
of 5. This game is
super fast, and a
whole lot of fun to
play. There are a
couple of negative
aspects, but they
were very minor in the grand scheme of things. This game has it all. Great graphics, great gameplay and a fun factor I have
forgotten games should have. If you own
a Sega Dreamcast, Sega should be a part
of your video game library.

couldn't: succeed. •
suddenly watching my car choke by at a
Flag-To-Flag is hot. Dreamcast slow 44 mph crawl. I don't think that hapfans will definitely enjoy this game,
pens in real life. I could be wrong, having
which sports some of the best graphics I never driven a 220 mph car before.
have ever seen in a race car game.
Still, I have never Witnessed such
This is the game that other racing
a realistic game before. The game is fast,
"",.'
~~,-,-an_les 'wi II be compared to. First of all, it
the load times are fast, and the action is
achieves something many other games
kick ass. The graphics are fantastic and
failed to even attempt. You get to race
while it would be real cool to hear some
your car in the view of the driver's seat.
announcers laugh at me as I smashed into
You play from directly behind the steering
a wall; the other sounds are of great quaiwheel and get to watch as your driver
ity.
changes gears, and steer the car. Kind of
There are only two modes to
coo], huh?
choose from. Arcade mode or the more
Another coo] aspect of the .game
realistic simulation mode, complete with
is that it is sponsored by FIA, me'!!1ing. -pj!_stop~Jmd ~ ~hote lo~ ofJa~,._m~g
you get to choose from actual race car dristrategy an essential part of winning. The
vers and their actual cars, right down to game has crazy amounts of replay value
the decals on the car. Yep, this game is
since there are tons of tracks to beat and a
full of sponsors from FedEX to Cocabunch of cars to beat them in.
Cola.
So, do what I did, and get rid of
The game is extremely addictive
the old system you were playing Pole
to play. I kept playing on, attempting to
Position on. Play Flag-To-Flag racing and
get out of my last place standing. I failed,
see if you have what it takes to play with
I haven't played a game of this
but the gameplay is so cool, I wasn't boththe pros.
type since the old days of Pole Position.
Badseed's BottomliDe: 3 out of
ered by it. It is a little difficult to get the
How addictive was the game? Even my
hang of the controls, but over. time, I start5. This game is great and loads of fim.
dad would play with us, as we tried to beat
ed getting the hang of it. .
Flag-To-Flag is a must have as it is the
each other's best times.
I do have some problems with
most realistic game of its type and quite
Now, after many disappointing
addictive to play.
attempt at a good race car .game, Sega the game though. I was cruising at 220
Sports does. what the other compames mph when I nicked the grass and t was

Flag-To-Flag
Sega Sports

.t.:.

Music
-~

Sonic The Hedgehog annoyed
me. I could never get into his character
and the games for the earlier Sega systems. I was a big Mario fan
and Sonic was the enemy.
Well, Mario kind of sucks as
of late, and I 'got my hands on
the new Sonic Adventure, and
it has made me love the Iii'
blue guy.
The beginning of the
game is awe inspiring as the
graphics really are breath taking. Buildings are incredibly
drawn, and the water smashing through the windows was
incredible. I was taken away
by just the beginning scene
and I hadn't even played the
game yet.
The gameplay is fast
and furious, which Sonic is
known for. The graphics are
fantastic. Sonic looks good,
and so does his friends. I just
stood there amazed at how
fast this game moved <: It was .
like being on a rollercoaster
ride.
The fast play led to
some really hard jumps, and
just when I thought I wouldn't
make it, something in my
path, which I thought would
screw me up, actually helped
bring me to my destination. I would die
over and over again at certain points, but
would keep on trying, because well, it was
fun.
Thank God this game does have
slow points for me to get accustomed to
the game again. Sometimes moving

around so fast can be too intense, and the
slow points actually calmed me down
again, and let me enjoy the scenery.
Another interesting part of this
game was that during the movies, the

Ever sit there watching a car
chase in the movies and say to yourself,
I'd love to do that? Well, now is your
chance.
Driver, GT Interactive's latest
hit, recreates the excitement found in
some of the greatest car chase scenes seen
in movies: In fact, the only thing missing
in this game is a white Ford Bronco, butsince this is set in the 70's where muscle
cars ruled the streets, OJ Simpson was still
a hero.
Yo~~ as an ~cover cop
~cd T_~
l[ov'.e a dac@'er £'or lUre
and yo~ job fs to. irif!1~~ !1" crime ring .
that spans through New York, LA, Miami
and San Francisco.
This game is highly addictive. I
was up until four in he morning 'playing
this game with friends. You become
immersed into the story line of corruption
and back stabbing that spans throughout
about 44 missions.
Driver is mighty realistic and the
graphics are phenomenal. New York
looks like New York, and so on. There is
actually a working traffic light system.
The streets are filled with pedestrians,
who I can't kill for some reason. That
won't stop me from trying though. And
you just don't start doing missions for the
crime syndicate. You have to prove yourself, and to add to the challenge there are
cops on patrol who will bust you the
minute you make a wrong move.
But I'm an undercover cop, you
say. Tough. You have to keep your cover
and the cops see you as the Mafia driver
you're pretending to be. They'll chase
you through the streets until you get away
from them, or until you are caught. Cars
crash and get busted up in these chases,
making for a really realistic driving experience.
The PC version looks better than
its Playstation counterpart, and plays pret!y_ ml.l~~ the ~e way. The controls on
the PC are difficult to get used to, but as
you play, it gets ~ whole lot easier.
Badseed's BottomliDe: 5 out of
S. Don't miss out on playing this game.
It's like nothing you ever played before.
The graphics are fantastic, the game is_fim
and the replay value is extremely high. I
didn't get to kill any pedestrians, which
kind of sucked, but since it had a fantastic
70's style soundtrack, great city landscapes and a tremendous movie style environment, I didn't care. No one can come
close to making a game like this. Driver
tops any driving game I have ever played.
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"Some-actors tend to be too self-centered and obsessed with their business on s~e that
they are unaware of what else is taking place on a stage,". says Wyman. "Whl!e,?ther
Thenardiers and Madame Thenardiers have preblerns working together, we don t.
The show begins with a chorus line ofactors on stage, ranked in orde~ of irnportance relaying stories as they form on stage. According to Wyman, this openmg
sequ~nce is a break from what Broadway shows usually do. He n?ted th~t in most shows
everyone is left in their own little world, and while there is some interaction between the
leads and the featured actors, there is still a certain hierarchy. "You know your place,"
says Wyman.
.
.
I~ this production of Les Miserables, however, everybody IS ~q~ally .Important,
according to Wyman. Each actor is involved from the beginning. This IS evidenced by
Thenardier and Marius, two minor characters in the beginning that step out and become

An Interview With Nick Wyman of Les Miserables
By Jessica Rubenstein

Nick Wyman leaps into stardom as Thenardier, a character from the Broadway
play Les Miserables whom he describes as a "rascal" and a "cold-blooded criminal" who
is consumed with anger towards a world which he feels has done him wrong. As
Thenardier, not only is Wyman's acting and singing sensational, but he adds comic relief
as well.
Wyman began acting to gain attention and looked to his father as a role model.
His father performed in a community theater, including a performance of The Mouse
Trap. [While growing up, Wyman was a class clown.] He found attention by making
people laugh, and eventually this talent grew into his vocation.
Despite his yearn for attention by his fellow classmates, Wyman was considered a good student who excelled in his classes. After graduating from Harvard, Nick
needed a job. He was out on the road with a pre-Broadway tour but eventually the gig
ended. So, like all actors and actresses, he called his agents and read the want-ads honing to find a job. Having learned that the directors of Les Miserables were recasting
some roles, he decided to check it out.
Wyman envisioned himself in the role of Javcrt, but the role was already cast,
so he ended up auditioning for the role of Thenardier. After several auditions in front of
the two directors he was cast for the role.
Wayman was ecstatic to land a role of Thenardier, which has lasted for over 2
1/2 years. He feels he is perfect for the part because of the connection between his own
personality and that of the character. Wyman is just as much of a rascal as Thenardier.
Both are funny guys that like to amuse and entertain people.
Recently, he took a couple of months off to do an off-Broadway show involving the Three Musketeers. Wyman's acting credits include Phantom of the Opera,
Musical Comedy Murders of 1940, Doubles, My Fair Lady, On the Twentieth
Century, Who.opee!, Grease, The Magic Show and Very Good Eddie, which was his
first acting job in 1975.
Wyman works primarily with an actress named Fuschia, who plays
Thenardiers wife. They have a close relationship on stage that requires a high level of
communication between the actor and actress. "[Fuschia] is a real pleasure to work with
and she is a terrific singer and comedian," says Wyman. "[My role is] a supportive,
appreciative stage husband to Fuschia. They work like two peas in a pod."
.
For Wyman, this relationship is like a second marriage. (Off-stage, he has been
married for 20 years and feels he has some experience in this realm.) Working with
Fuschia. he has learned how to get along with people and how to suppress his anger.

featured players later.
'.
~ .
The cast members in this play work as a team and according to Wyman, while
some people have bigger parts than others,
there is no feeling of division. He feels
that there is a real sense of family on stage,
as the cast members work together and
nurture one another. Wyman also feels
vel)' close to the stagehands, the dressers
and the musicians. "There are twice as
many people working behind the scenes as
there are on stage," says Wyman.
"Everyone working on this production is a
part of our family."
Certain scenes stand out for
Wyman. His favorite scene is when Cosette
is being sold for money to Valjean.
Thenardier appears to be such a "loving"
""
foster parent, so crazy about Cosette, that
he can not bear to part with her, but the
audience knows that this is really a crock.
Wyman's favorite song is called
"Dog Eats Dog," which is sung in the
sewer scene. There is a ghoulish sense of him having _a good time while he is picking
through the pockets of dead people he finds in the sewer.
- This is where Thenardier hits the audiences with his point of view on God, To
him, God is dead. Wyman says that he tries to pick people out of the audience, about 10
rows back, and deliver the lines right in their faces to see ifhe can make them flinch. He
says that he is successful most of the time.
Wyman relates to Thenardier, who believes that after all of his misfortunes,
there cannot be a God. These views are expressed throughout the course of the novel
and this musical. Ironically, of the three male leads, only Thenardier survives and triumphs, while the other two God-fearing men perish.
Despite the misfortunes of his character, Wyman himself feels gratitude

Nine Inch Nails: The Fragile
Interscope Records
By Vanessa Singh
Teetering across a tightrope of
blaring, abyssmal and fleetingly manical
sound, Trent Reznor stares down into the
dark abyss of mayhem and madness
before leaping off into the unknown, dragging all within earshot down with him.
After slowly clawing his way back up the
precipice, he relates his harrowing tale to
anyone willing to listen on The Fragile.
Nine Inch Nails is notorious for
its bizarre rnanical sound and Trent
. Reznor attempts to reinflate the busted
blowee doll of past expectations on his
not-so-disturbing
creation.
latest
Stylistically different songs, ranging from
the frail and easily shattered La Mer to
the frantic, turbulent, and uncontained
mania of Starfuckers, Inc. provide the
balanced foundation of angst and demen-

tia, on which Reznor builds bis harrowing
tale.
The Wret~hed is filled with the
unbridled rage of an angry mob about
to storm the castle. Reznor explores the
unfamilar lyrical darkness and pushes
the boundaries into the realm of madness. A few of the songs echo the soft,
frail sobs of the muse lamenting all of the
sorrowful events that have transpired.
Reznor creates ~ diverse dynamic range
that begins as a 'slow and winding melancholic cry and ends in a frenzied, frantic
pounding of beats. The Fragile is a collection of unlikely tracks that share no
binding, cohesive factor other than the
dizzying arrangement Reznor has compiled. All of the signature elements that
have earned NIN their reputation are represented, but have somehow only erupted
as a muted variation. Apparently the full
force of NIN's turbulent style was not
properly filtered through from the
Downward Spiral.

continued on page 8

SOle: Soil!"
Interscope
by Jon Minners
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Move over Lil Kim; your Hip
Hop song has gone to the land of Misfit
Music followed by Foxy Brown's last
album which flip flopped like a dying fish.
They have lost the touch that made their
debut albums so hot.
Don ~t fret, there is a new Queen
Bee in a much hotter spot and she 's got a
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I, Yi, Yi is a
fast-paced
hip
hop track that hits
you full force, and
lets you know shecan play the game
the same if not
better than any of
her male counterparts. The hook is
-- -catchy and really
e ps you ge
hooked into this
CD.
Other. songs
on this CD - are
hardcore,
but
many songs like
Pain and 4 the
Love of You,
liiVe 'i message iii .... ,,: .
them.
Whether
it's about how
Sole has a sense of humor evipeople look at you
dent in the fact that one song deals with
different
when
her in the middle of a shoot-out/fight, but
you become a star
ends with her getting pissed off that she
or. how it Is.to.be
broke a nail during the battle.
in an abusive relaSole has a whole lot to offer on
tionship,
Sole
her CD, and while she.may.not be as well
covers it and may
known as Lil Kim, Foxy Brown and Eve,
even help other
she is a hardcore female rapper who will
peopJe
dealing
soon be ahead of the game and on top of
with the same
the charts.
problems.
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The World W~esiiiBn'g' Feaeration:
azines and you'll see the number rival that of
any teen magazine or weight lifting magazine
out there. Type in wrestling on any search
engine on the Internet and about a million sites
will appear on your screen.

The Internet

By Jon Minners
.

Tbe Experience
The Madison Square Garden crowd
erupted in a chorus of boos as the ever popular
Godfather made his way to the ring. It seems
that "pirnpin' ain't easy," and the Godfather
forgot his hoes in the dressing room.
Realizing the error of his ways, the
Godfather calls out his "ho train" and the fans
erupt with cheers and catcalls as three beautiful
ladies make their way to the ring.
The
Godfather says, "Roll a phattie for this pimp
daddy," and tells the crowd to say "pirnpin'
ain't easy," which the fans scream out in unison.

Hos? Welcome to the new world of
the World Wrestling Federation, where gone
are the days of eating your vitamins, saying
your prayers and being a real American, and in
are the days of intricate story lines, charismatic characters, violence, and of course, sex.
Brian Parkin, 10, is a self-professed
w restling fan. "I like wrestling, because the
wrestlers kick butt," he said. Parkin, who said
he would like to be called "Pitbull" ifhe was a
wrestler, watches the WWF each and every
Monday night, and often catches their
Thursday program as well.
"We turn the channels when things
get a little too over the top," his aunt, Jennifer
Walford, 24 said. "We monitor what the kids
watch at my house."
Even current WWF superstar, the
Rock encourages that type of behavior from
parents. "The WWF is all about attitude," he
was recently quoted as saying. "We are edgy
and sometimes over the edge...The content of
our Monday night show is adult oriented. f
definitely think parents should monitor what

For every person that believes
wrestling should not be on the air, there are
other people who have reasons why it should
not matter.

"I prefer Greco-Roman wrestling,
because it is real:' Darcy Martin, 50 said.
"There is nothing wrong with sports entertainment, because they are very athletic, too. "I
don't watch it, but I peak at it every now and
then. In some cases, it is lewd, but it should be
up to the parent to teach their children right
from wrong. Parents should monitor what
their kids watch. There are times when it gets
a I ittle too much, but the news is violent, too."
Walford agrees somewhat with that
point, further stating her opinion about people
who think wrestling encourages violence. "I
think they are full of crap," she said.
"Cartoons were much more violent when my
mother was a kid. If you're angry already,
you're going to be violent, not because ofsome
TV show."
No matter what opinion you have,
the fact that no one can argue is that wrestling
is more popular than it has ever been. The
WWF is at the forefront of this mega-explosion.

The Popularity
The WWF has the # I rated cable television show with WWF's Monday' Night Raw.
They have also broke through on the primetime market, helping catapu1t UPN to the first
major success it has seen, with WWF
Smackdown! Realizing the success they were
having, the WWF recently went public, offering stock to the masses. Sales of that stock
have made owner, Vince McMahon, a billionaire. All this, and we haven't even touched the
merchandise sales.
Everywhere you look, there is a
"Stone Cold" Steven Austin, Rock or
Degeneration X shirt being sold. Mick Foley,
the wrestler known as Mankind has seen his
autobiography reach #2 on the New York
Times bestseller's list. Some predict it will be
# 1 before this article even sees print.

Wrestling is everywhere you look.
Need any more proof? Just go to the magazine
stand and count the number of wrestling mag-

Mick Foley comes to the ring to fight
Val Venis. Foley's book is hot, but it wouldn't
have been that way had it not been for the
Internet.
When Time Magazine decided to
have a man of the year contest online, several
wrestling web sites urged the fans to vote Mick
Foley in, due to the matches he had where he
put his body through the ringer for the fans.
The response was overwhelming, as Foley was
#1 in the race. Time Magazine didn't want to
acknowledge this, but WWF owner Vice
McMahon and other officials in the WWF realized how popular Foley was, and gave him
several reigns as World champion, a feat no
one thought he could accomplish.
The pro-Foley comments on the
Internet led to Mankind's success, and possibly
the success of the World Wrestling Federation.
"WCW was winning the ratings race,
but most sites were telling people that the
WWF had the better product," Steve Lowery,
22, who writes under a pseudonym on a
wrestling newsboard, said. "Little by little,
people checked the WWF out an~ the rest is
history."
Lowery has seen the change in
wrestling occur ever since he was a child and
Hulk Hogan was a star. "I thought wrestling
was real, and so many said it wasn't worth
watching because it was a sham," Lowery said.
Wrestling is staged. The WWF decided to
acknowledge this, and soon, it wasn't a fake
sport, but a sports entertainment program.
People started watching it. Soon, the Internet
took center stage in giving the fans the scoop
on all the wrestling news going on behind the
scenes. The fans knew when Austin was going
to win the belt, and now they had a reason to
watch."
The WWF looks at the Internet to see
what the fails think.' hence Mankind's rise to
superstardom. "The WWF gives the fans what
they want," Lowery said. "They know what
wrestlers the fans think suck. They know we
don't want to see some freak in a clown get-up.
We'd much rather see a rebel kick the boss'
ass."
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Getting' The People's Reaction!
aAttitude
The fans started going for this new
foam hands were replaced with middle fingers
to salute Austin, who would be happy to return
the salute. Suddenly, flipping the bird became
a sign of respect.
The case of attitude became even
more evident when you think of Rocky Maivia
or as he is now called. the Rock.
"It's funny," Walford said. "I like the
characters. WCW seems really fake. The
characters in the WWF are more real. You can
identify with them more. I love the Rock.
He's cute and he's funny."
When the Rock came out, he was a
goody goody. and was forced down the throats
of the WWF fans, who would actually chant.
"Die Rocky Die!" when he made his way to the
ring. The federation decided to tum him into a
heel (a bad guy) and let his true self emerge.
The Rock was born and as a bad guy,
he started proclaiming himself the people's
champion, a direct slap to those who used to
shout for his death.
He started calling
wrestlers jabronis and telling them to know
their role and shut their mouths. He would
kick everyone's roody-poo candy ass and finish it all otT by shouting, '''1 f you smellllll what

change in attitude is Mankind. He has done
that transformation remarkably well, as he
grabs the mic to insult his opponent. Val Venis,
a porn star, turned wrestler.
Mocking Venis, Mankind says,
"Hello ladies. You know the Big Valbowski
reminds me a lot of the prostitutes walking on
42nd street He sucks!"
He has become more than an athlete.
He is now a seasoned actor in the sports entertainment business. All the wrestlers are.
Chyna has to prove herself to her male counterparts. X-Pac has gained Kane's trust and
friendship, only to stab him in the back. The
characters have the same problems we do. The
Hollies are small wrestlers who don't want to
be looked down upon. so they fight super
heavyweights. Stevie Richards is a kid just
wanting to be accepted.
The World Wrestling Federation is
gripping television. There is no line between
good and bad anymore. The. WWF acknowledges this fact. Good people do bad things
sometimes. Bullies don't always cower when
you fight back. Bad guys are actually mistreated at times. and a re bad for a reason.
There is a story to every character. People see
some of themselves in these stars and can look

........

The Rise of the WWF
When did this rise to popularity start.
The rebel known as "Stone Cold" Steve Austin
was the spark that ignited the flame. Austin
came into the WWF as "The Ringmaster." and
received little reaction from the fans. His gimmick needed some tweaking, and his true attitude was exaggerated, giving birth to the
"Stone Cold" persona he now has. The WWF
gave him a push by winning the King of the
Ring Tournament over Jake "'The Snake"
Roberts, a real life devout Christian who often
spoke from the bible.
After the victory, Austin shocked
fans with his remarks. "You read your psalms,
talking about your John 3:16, well Austin 3:16,
says I j usl kicked your ass ..
It was amazing. No wrestler talked
like that. Soon Austin 3: 16 shirts were being
sold everywhere. Austin was a bad guy, but
fans started liking his rebel, never say diet attitude. Then, in a match against Bret Hart,
Austin was dripping in blood and instead of
quitting, he fought until he passed out. He
became a role model, and a good guy with an
attitude.
Soon. his antics starting -.getting on
the nerves of Vince McMahon, who didn't
want a beer guzzling, foul mouthed wrestler
like Austin boosted ratings, and feud with the
boss would pump those ratings up to the point
of explosion.
When Austin used his finishing
move, the Stone Cold Stunner on the boss, the
crowd erupted. Who doesn't want to be paid to
beat on the boss. Austin became a hero, and
people wanted to see what he'd do next, as he
faced incredible odds from a boss who would
throw many obstacles in Austin's way in an
effort to keep him away from the federation
championship. Austin would always overcome
those odds and people admired that.

"Let's get ready to suck itl!" Of course. what
would Degeneration X be without the New
Age Outlaws shouting out that if you are not
down with OX. they've got two words foryou,
"Suck it!"
Still. on this day. they have beaten on
the more popular wrestlers, Kane. the Rock,
and of course. Steve Austin. making them
hated.

beers.

The Soap Opera Effect
"I think it's really funny. - Lisa Ling.
from the hit show. The View. Said. "They're
really cool soap opera. The Rock is my
favorite wrestler..
"I think men watch soap opera. but
will never admit to it,- Martin said. "But this
is a soap opera men can admit to watching.
Women. too."
Still. others ftnd the soap opera element to be disgusting. -It's a low-class soap
opera... said former wrestler.. Verne Gagne. in a recent interview. "As a wrestler. I don't even
want to be associated with that-·
-But a majority of the wrestlers don't
mind. One wrestler who had to make this

Handing the beers to Kane and the
Rock. the three salute one another and gulp the
beer down. The Rock and Kane leave and
Austin is left in the ring.
He's the major reason why the WWF
is at its highest point, so it is only fitting to
have him do the sendoff More beers and more
salutes. as Austin climbs the turnbuckles in
each comer to mak-e sure he tips ms beer to the
fans that also made the WWF what it is.
He gives the fans a toast, drinks the'
beer once more and leaves the ring. The fans
get up to go. but Austin runs back into the ring
to
givehisthethanks.
fans one final salute. and in a "".
gives
Wrestling is still a show with some
class. They love their fans and owe it all to
them. As the stocks rise. and the -00 train'"
moves along. Vince McMahon may be running
the show. but everyone knows that the WWF is
the people's federation.

111111111111111Ill-

The WWF presents Survivor Series
this.Sunday night on Pay Per' iew at 8 PM ET

fl'
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Wing Commander

By Renee Booth
Wes Craven is taking a departure from his usual frightfests such as Scream and
Nightmare on Elm Street, with his new movie, Music of the Heart, a film that can be
viewed 'by the entire family. "
This film is based on Allen Miller's Oscar nominated 1996 documentary Small
Wonders which focused on violin teacher Roberta Guaspari-Tzavaras, who conducted
classes at three East Harlem public schools. She began teaching students with the 50 violins she owned. After 10 years, the class size grew to 150 and a lottery had to be held
to ensure that students would be fairly chosen for the coveted spots. Like many other
arts programs in public schools, Tzavaras' program fell victim to budget cutting. In
response to this threat, she set up her own nonprofit organization in 1990 that contracted with the schools in which she had taught.
In Music of the Heart, Roberta Guaspari (Meryl Streep) is a Navy wife who

Blowing off some STEAM
Starfish Theatreworks: Blue Heron Art Center
By Hubert Reyes

Watching four women in a society bash society gave me the impression that the
room could double as a psychiatrist's office. I never thought women were under so
much stress to look good, but according to two new plays being presente~ in Steam,. the~
are. According to the plays, not only are they ~er stress to look a ce~am, w.ay b~t msntutions are erected for the sole purpose of making them conform to society s Ideal Image.
In the longer of the two plays, Some Bodies, we meet two child?ood ~e~ds
who don't recognize each other while in a steam room. One is obsessed With rnamtaming her slender physique while the other is content with her obesity. Kelly Ebsary, playing the slender Bethany, gave a passable performance that was worthy of her bl~d an~
superficial character. On the other hand Caroline O'Farrill's ~erf~nnan~e was.a httle bit
more interesting, giving her obese Dora a cynical and sarcastic dimension which I ~or
oughly
enjoyed.
Although
their
conversations
were
somet~mes
absorbing, there were times when I found my attention wande~ng. . How m~y tlI~es
can you allude to the idea that society is behind women's obsession WIth perfection WIthout having the audience
lose interest? Not many,
I'll tell you that much.
The second play
of the night was titled
The Door. I found the
~-COI;lCept of this play quite
interesting.
A young
Asian woman by the
gave up a pro~ising career as a violinist to raise her family. Guaspari's ho~e I~te is disname of Miri (Eunice
rupted and her marriage is torn apart when her husband leaves her and their children for
Wong) suddenly finds
an affair with a mutual friend.
herself in a steam room
Although her husband has left her, Guaspari still believes he will come back ~o
not knowing how she got
her and their two sons when he gets tired of the other woman. Her mother (Cloris
there and how she will get
Leachman) is more of a realist and tells her to get a job to support her family. While
out. Although the door is
working at a department store as a gift wrapper, Guaspari meets an. old scho.ol friend,
locked another woman
Brian Sinclair (Aidan Quinn), who tells her a friend of his needs to hire a music teacher
enters the steam room
_
for her school.
while Miri is in a fit of
Guaspari decides to take him up on the offer, and she is next seen looking totalpanic. Miri finds out that'
ly freaked out in the back of a taxicab, riding through the streets of Ea.st Ha~lem on ~er
the stranger's name is
way to the interview. The principal, Janet Williams (Angela Bassett), IS hesitant to hire
Helen (Susan Gordonher because of her lack of teaching experience.. but after watching Guaspari's two young
Clark). Helen essentially
sons play the violin, Guaspari is hired as a substitute.
tells Miri that this is the
What follows is the usual Stand and Deliver and To Sir With Love type of health Club from hell.
scenario where the "outsider' teacher has to overcome the difficulties of trying to teach
Not only is she fed a leaf
disadvantaged youths with short attention spans and gaining their trust and respect while
of lettuce per day but she
winning over cynical parents and faculty. But. the scenes where she is teaching the chilhas cosmetic surgery perdren are enjoyable.
formed on her without
The story slows down when it starts to focus tor too long on Guaspari 's on-afidher consent, sort of.
off-again relationship with Sinclair. There's not enough time spent showing the chilHelen
explains
that
dren's progress in violin class or Guasparis developing relationships with the rest of the
although the surgery
faculty. There are the classroom scenes with the children's struggle to learn a difficult
might be carried out against her wishes she doesn't mind the changes that are ~ade. The
instrument, the switch to the love interest, and then the sudden jump to the school's
idea is that health clubs are places where women can be formed and molded Into shapes
spring concert where the children perfann without a hitch.
that society deems as ideal. I never looked upon health clubs in such a way ~d I'm s~re
Both Streep and Bassett give excellent performances as educators who genthat no one else has either but the idea is very interesting and thought provoking. Eunice
uinely care about their students' education and well being. Gloria Estefan plays Isabel
Wong was a little over the top in her portrayal of Miri. Her constant screaming and fi~t
Vasquez, a fellow teacher who befriends Guaspari. This is Estefans first character role
slamming was very annoying. It was distracting and I believe she could have been a bit
and she gave a good, natural performance in the few scenes she had.
more subdued. Susan Gordon-Clark is the voice of reason and, thankfully, keeps Wong's
This movie tries to portray the difficulties andsetbacks the characters have to
character from becoming a distraction from the play's overall value.
face, not only with the budget cuts, but also in their everyday lives. The problem with
Although both of these plays may be dialogue based, they do bring with them
these scenes is how Craven chooses to do this. It seems as ifhe thinks he is still directa certain amount of entertainment. It's not entertaining in a bang bang shoot-em up level
ing a horror movie and has certain situations just popping up one after another for some
but on a more intellectual one. It will get your neurons and synapses firing and it will
shock value. After the boring love story segments he probably felt he had to wake up
get you to start thinking about the way society instills its values upon all of us. Sure,
the audience.
they may sag here and there but if given a chance they may be worth sitting through.
Despite these minor flaws and the triteness with which Craven handled some
other scenes, overall this is a good movie. This is a movie that could be inspiring for
kids in particular, because it might encourage them to take up an instrument or explore
- - --- -- ~ ~-- other areas of music. It is a film that everyone can enjoy.

By David Lo

See Matthew Lilliard and Freddie
Prinze Jr:.. star in one of the hottest comedy
flicks of the year in She's All That. Then see
Lilliard and Prinze Jr. give one of their worst
performances of their careers in Wing
Commander. Based on the computer game of
the same name, Wing Commander is poorly
executed and a farce to science fiction movies..
The film gives a poor name to the all time highest grossing sci-fi franchise in history in "Star
Wars." Acting wise, the young actors are average at best. Someone must have put a
shotgun to their head because Wing Commander is the worst film that I have seen
since From Dusk Til Dawn.
The plot to this film is horrendous. Original game creator and director,
CHRIS ROBERTS, must have given no thought whatsoever to the plot because it's a
typical hero-saves-the-day picture. Audiences these days want something inventive
and new. Not the same garbage recycled. In retrospective, Star Wars, which came
out in 1977, dazzled us with never seen before special effects. But there was a lot more
than the special effects. It had a plot, a crucial ingredient Wing Commander''desperately lacks.
_.
If you must know, the plot focuses on Christopher "Maverick" Blair (Freddie
Prinze Jr. - I Know What You Did Last Summer) playing a fighter pilot enlisting in
an intergalactic war to thwart off the evil-minded Kilrathi who wants to destroy the
universe to smithereens. He's joined by his co-hart, Thomas ....Maniac" Marshall
(Matthew Lilliard - Scream) and together, they're supposed to be the Men in Black
of outer space.
The gang is introduced to Jeannette ....Angel" Devereaux (Saffron Burrows)
who is in charge of the fleet. The interracial romance between Marshall and Rosie
Forbes (Ginny Holder) is not believable for one second. Finally, the Star Wars like
lines in the film is a bad impersonation of Obi One's "Use the force, Luke" line. A
few chuckles here and there.. but something no other sci-fi movie should ever do again.
When Wing Commander comes out on cable, and it's, oh.. let's say, 2:30ish in the
morning, than you might consider putting on HBO to watch it. Other than that, save
your 9 bucks for a better sci-fi flick, like Star Wars - The Phantom Menace (or
anything else).

Buying Condoms
A young man goes into a drug store to buy condoms. The pharmacist says the
condoms come in packs of 3, 9 or 12 and asks which the young man wants. "'WeB," he
said ....I've been seeing this girl for a while and she's really hot. I want the condoms
bec~use I think tonight's "the' night. We're. having dinner with her parents, an~ then
we're going out. And I've got a feeling I'm gonn~ get lucky after tha,~. Once sheos had
me, she'll want me all the time, so you'd better grve me the 12 pac~. The ~oun.o ~an
makes his purchase and leaves. Later that evening, he sits down to dinner WIth hIS girlfriend and her parents. He asks if he might give the blessing, and they agree. the prayer,
but continues praying for several minutes. The girl leans over and says, "You never told
me that you were such a religious person." He leans over to her and says, "You never
told me that your father is a pharmacist."
.

Government
A little boy goes to his dad and asks, "What is politics?' Dad say~, "Well, S,on, let me
family, so, let II
s call
· 1it this way:• I'm the breadwinner of the
h me
h
try to exp Iam
it
I·
Your
Mom
she's
the
administrator
of
the
money,
so
we
II
ca
er
t
C api a Ism. II
,
I W' IIe
Government. We're here to take care of your needs, so we'll call you th~teol~ ~: e
consider the nanny as the Working Class. And your baby brother, we ca
rm th e
Future.

In the Spotlight
continuedfrom page 4

Now think about that and see if it makes sense.' So the little boy goes to bed thinking
about what Dad has said.

Give your Io milv & friends the
gift of tr ov c]

.

Later that night, he hears his baby brother crying, so he .gets up to check o.n him. H:
fi d that the baby has severely soiled his diaper. So the httle boy goes to hIS parents
r~:~ and finds his mother sound asleep. Not wanting to wake her, he ~oes to ~e
· d·mg the door locked, he peeks in the keyhole and sees hIS father In
nanny's room. F 10
bed with the nanny. He gives up and goes back to bed.

airport trcmsfers, tours. language
programs. WDI'k -chanties, ISIC
badcpacks, roiling ..",., & all sorts
of _~ ...... ooks. raiIpe sses, tickets.

CICCOIIIRIOdaIions and mora_

.
the little boy says to his father'
'Dad,
The next mormng,
.I think I understand the
h conThe father says, 'Good, Son, tell me 10 your
cept 0 f po liti
I l Cnow'
S.
.
C own
italiwords
. w~ at you
.
think litics is all about.' The little boy replies, 'Well, while api ~sm .IS screwing
the :rking Class, the Government is sound asleep, the People are being Ignored, and
~'"
the Future is in Deep ShiIt. , ee ~ ~ ~ <>
~ ~ ~~ '4' e- "> «~t
"> ~ 'IIIl8llim'"
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What's a graduating senior to do while she's
in the throes of midterm,
"graduate school exams and
graduate applications hell?
Not sit at home that's for
sure!
Despite waking at
7am on a day commonly
reserved for repose as well
as partaking in brain draining activities .all
day, I'm always up for a good time. On
the agenda was a calmer night though, a
night spent prowling the streets in City,
always hunting for the next fab store or
delectable restaurant. I did find a fabulous
new store midtown where I really got the
most out of my dollar (but that's for me to
know and you to be jealous of), yet somehow I wound up downtown as usual.
Continuing with the theme of chillin this
night, I found myself at a community center in Alphabet City.

CharaslEl Bohio
605 East 9th S1. (Bet. Avenues A+B)
(212) 982-0627
This school turned community
center usually showcases a slew of random art, be it of canvas medium art or the
performing arts. I knew the work of a fellow Baruch student was being displayed,
and since I support the talent of any
Baruch student (since it's so rare to find in
this beauracratic madhouse they call an
institution of "higher" learning), I had to
check it out.
Who might this student be, you ask?
Some may know her; others may have just
seen -hee around, .Her name is Guiliana
Maresca .Ansaldi, one of the few brightly
adorned, flavorful characters at Baruch.
She had four black and white photographs
on display at this gallery, all of people
including her self-portrait (where she's
only partly wrapped in cellophane). Hers
were unique in that they were framed in
black, with white cottony web material
cloaking the titles of the pieces, daring
you to stare at the images. Guiliana is also
a bassist in a band that was also performing that night. Unfortunately I missed that
but there will be a next time!
I actually attended the closing
night of this two week long exhibit, entitled "Artistas del mundo hacia el nuevo
milenio Il", or artists of the world toward
the next millenium. Upon arrival at this
place I wondered what kind of after school
program I might have walked into (the
outside still reflects a school, no hints of
art whatsoever). Once I stepped inside
and-smelled the cigarettes and alcohol.my
curiosity piqued. Bright lights, a medley
of art on the walls and Heinekens in what
looked liked it should've been an elementary school cafeteria?
The crowd was eclectic to be
sure. It was extremely diverse, consisting
of infants, people in suits, your typical
artsy fartsy crowd, Q-tips, and alternative
teens, one of whom had a "Societys downfall" sticker on his schoolbag. They were
just as diverse as the artists being- showcased.
I spoke to an artist named Shirley Piniat,
an elderly inartistic looking woman (she
looked senile to be honest) who had a few
oil paintings on display. She had gone to
Mexico and was inspired by the people.
Her inspiration manifested itself in some

fairly interesting paintings, most notably a
group portrait with indistinct faces that involved a
scratching technique used
to etch out her contrasts.
It was going for $2000.
Moving
right
along then. I next spoke
to Michael Abt, a filmmaker who paints because he has "abstract
organic energy'" that he needs to get out.
As he practically stuck his drunken tongue
in my ear (it wasn't that loud in there for
Chrisakes) and breached my personal
space comfort zone to tell me this, I knew
that wasn't the only thing he needed to get
out. Despite his persona I must admit that
he did have a great sense of color harmony, as was evident in his painting of a
. . bird", glowing in shades of blue and
green on an orangy yellow, rainbow
speckled canvas, subtly highlighted by
deliberate streaks of white paint- truly a
fantastic image.
After speaking to a few more
artists it became apparent that most of
these artists are just craving to get their
egos (among other things) stroked. And
even if they weren't in the beginning, after
working with the director Paul Cabezas
(Paul Heads, Paul the Head? Hmm ... )
who is really trying to push these artists
they might be. He literally shoved artists
into my face, desperately trying to give
them a modicum of exposure and leaving
me almost no time to actually appreciate
the art. I hope it was just the effects of the
alcohol.
The potential of the artwork suf-

fered from the underdeveloped appearance of the overall exhibit. You would
think that care would be taken as to the
display of some rather magnificent pieces,
but no, they were kinda haphazardly
strewn here and there. I accidentally
knocked over some pinata looking thing
that was sitting in the middle of the floor
in front ofsome vile artwork of a woman's
vagina (part of some ....open" and "close"
theme this scuzzy perv called art). Briefly
I wondered what would pop out as I
watched it tip over, but as it took its time
to fall I could only watch in horror.
Thankfully the four legged paper mache
creation fell softly and safely to its side
though, and all was well again. That piece
had a price tag in the thousands- my panic
was more over the terror that there might
be a "You break you buy it" policy. A
small part of me really did hope that it
would break and some wonderful trinkets
would pop out but alas, that didn't happen.
On top of the still artwork, there
were also musical performers providing
more entertainment. Some rocked, others
shouldn't have. One band got everybody
shaking with their Latino hip shaking
beats and I saw the strangest couplings as
all the people succumbed to the beats. But
the way my night was going, nothing surprised me anymore.
All in all it was fun, and depending on who you spoke to, quite entertaining. All the money from the sold artwork
goes to Charas in an effort to keep it from
being closed down or purchased by the
government. This is a great way to give
local artists exposure-although I'm not the
people who need to see it are seeing it.
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i fay down to bea in tlie ashes of dead v~pires,
their bodies raoeled, they ree/{jrom the sunshine
anai rest so simply, so purely divine,
unconquered 6y aayfight or even 6fack.tfark.ness.
then througli j(owers electric, a lioe wireddaisy,
i am spa~a to a 6umingJfaming desire:
my 60tfy soarsfree 6ut i want togo fzi{Jlier
anaiflY unrelentinq acrossjertife lands.
then liRg a sputtering, j[utten"ng 6utterjTy
i rest infuff blossom, thirstyfor nectar.
i sinftmy teetli into you, tastingyour blood.
anasfowfy, yet sfowfy, i consume you in me.

Kin Ping Koo

'DU£ ~ou !XrunDi
The man credited with inventing the crossword was a journalist named
Arthur Wynne from Liverpool. The first crossword appeared in the
New York Word on December 21, 1913.

through deception stiffdim youreyes rolf 6ac~ careless
ant!your screams are mufJTetf.6y a lack. ofenerDY.
then at the point ofdeath i drop you rock.60ttom
ana!Jive you a Choice: yet more or set free?
then intimate, almost sexual; i Tnaks you my Cl"wn
anawe are now companions in a 6£ooathirsty war.
i goforward anayou adjust, you become accustomed
anai Iead'you onward in my Iooe fiRs a vampire.
-

[~

n.y.c.

60

61
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63

65
67

69
70

71
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. .;toto the 4!'lIr"ness

73

Under th~ eloll' of II stllr'1/ mODn/~ss s"!J
c1Ind ov~r the rough lind bllrlYn terrllin
71J.!J trllwl _wiftl!J through the night/
..,,;,l'rolie'ing in thllt lIi'1/ dOlflllin/
mlljntiellll!J liS the IIII""';ng of th~ night/
With the "'!J_tielll grllee
Of the stilI'S milt Hj~I the night s"!J/
c1Ind bounring OWl' th~ rippling wllters
Of our un_po"en thoughts /
Ii". so ",lIn!J selltt~red rll!!S of moonlight

74
75

76

Coke's complement
Acorn bearer; two words
Liquid waste
T eh~~r:a '_sc~lJntry
Androgenous fragrance·
Brain wave measurement
Slaughter's position
Karate yell " _ -aW'
_-Magnum
1997 Cannes Film Festival
Palme d'Or prize winner, The
The World Turns
Colored card game
Long time

DOWN
1
2
3
4

IIIwlI!Js trllwl IintJ with the turning of the ~lIrth/
n~ver resting/
forev~r running lIero.s Ih~ ~tb~r~1I1 IlInd.ellp./
IIWII!J from the hllunting f~lIrs lind nightmllr~/
thllt reign OWl' th. night
lind snlll' lit their hn/s •.•
until th~ tlllwning of the light
when 1111 these sw••( tllYllms lIissolv~
into th~ fint shining rlllls of th~ tlllwning SUD.
~jt

5

17

i am a spiritjiffea'With anticipation
anaconstant in art i thrive 6fi.ssju[[y.
i am a divine poet ofni{Jht song, painter ofwords
ant! it is throUIJh aat{ness my fore shines 6rightest.

Kavita Singh Mokha

-

3

14

at ni{Jhifa[[i arise to heaven
·with a singfe solitary mo-vement ofgrace
ana fiR! a fairy adncing across stiffwaters
i movesweetly, smootfzfy across yourface.

-FAITH
Each new day, the hope of a new beginning
Each new face, the hope of companionship
Each new idea, the promise of an eternity
When all roads lead to "forever"
When every emotion is bathed in innocence
When the visions of tomorrow are engulfed in bliss
Need I hope
Need I fear
AII I need is faith
Faith wi'll be my guideIn love and in loss
And all things unknown
And lead me to my new beginning
My guide in my search for "me"
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6
7
8
9
10
11
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13
18

Cllnnon

22
23

Ireland's underground military
organization
Barrel of beer
Hyper
Pretended
Sheep'$peak
Not sure
Dangle a carrot
China's National Party in 1911
Zeus' mistress that got turned
into a white cow
The Cure's gray day
Crafty person

Answers from last issue'5 crossword
Editor's Note: There were two booboos In fhe lost crossword.
I apologize, and I hope It didn't cause anyone CIly stressl I
promise it won't happen again. Really. Realty!
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-~l<eting'product

Clothing designer
Likely to cause trouble, a _
-do-well
,What you do to a chip
Oral hygiene preserver; tooth
~r------
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Openly acknowledge
Screw
When you feel like a nut, w/16
Across
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Introducing

\. Al"&T National
PrePaid Wireless.

Wireless doesn't get any easier
than .this. There's no credit checks,
no deposits, no annual contracts
and no extra charges for roaming
and domestic long distance. Just
pay as'you go. You'll get 30 included
minutes to start. plus you'll get a

...

~'

-

mail-in coupon for 60 more. Then
buy PrePaid refill cards for 30, 60.
120 or 240 minutes whenever
you feel the need. AT&T National
PrePaid Wireless. Just open the
box, charge the phone and talk.

No credit check
No deposit
No contract
No long distance charges
No roaming fees

AT&T

National
PrePaid
Wireless

www.att.com/wireless/prepaid '

'.

Broadway
2195 Broadway
(between 77th & 78th)
212875-1140
Hours: M-F 10 am - 7:30 pm
Sat 10 am - 6 pm
Uptown
210 E. 86th S1.
(between 2nd & 3rd)
212734-7550
Hours: M-Sat 10 am - 8 pm

Midtown
1211 Avenue of the Americas
212 789-6400
Hours: M-F 8:30 am - 6:00 pm
Downtown
150 Broadway
(Broadway & Liberty)
212 709-5000
Hours-:-M-F 8:30 am - 6:00 pm
Scarsdale
835 Central Park Ave.
(next to TG.l.Friday's)
914 722-2769
Hours: M-Sat 9:30 am - 7:00 pm

THE AlIT STORE AT MACY~
Fulton Street
422 Fulton S1., Brooklyn
718802-7576
Garden State Plaza
201 843-9100 x2219
Herald Square
34th & 7th Ave.
212 494-2077
Kings Plaza Mall
5400 Avenue U. Brooklyn
718 692-6307

Menlo Park Mall
275 Menlo Park
732632-6272
Monmouth Mall
, Eatontown, New Jersey
732 935-6773
New Springvale. Staten Island Mall
718 370-5506

Available at all AT&T Stores, participating authorized dealers. and select Barnes and Noble

~lIege

Rego Park, Elmhurst
718 271-7200 x2670
Rockaway TownSquare Mall
Rockaway
973 442-2572
Willowbrook Mall
973 812-6079

Bookstores.

Important Information

© 1999 AT&T. Purchase and use of a PrePaid compatible Digital multi-network phone required. long distance calls will be delivered
_
by a provider of our choice. Features are not available for purchase. Domestic rates not available outside the 50 US Or when calls
required a credit card to complete. International rates vary by destination. Airtime for each call is measured in full minutes and rounded up to the next full minute.
Coverage available in most areas. Phone and cards are not refundable. Minutes deposited into your account expire after six months.. Full terms and conditions are contained
in the AT&T National PrePaid Wireless Guide. Offer may not be combined with other promotional offers.
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